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SURNAME: 


AI-E' MAIL 


JAN 22195 
1r. Oscar A. Giese	 .	 2 


Minerals Production & Processing Co., 
55 M anti cito Road	 .	 .	 . . 
Walnut Creek, California	 .	 . 


Ile i DMA-2218 (Mercury) 
Harrison Nine 
Yolg ounti. CalitorxL 


Dear Mr. Giese: 


Your subject application for aid for an exploration 
project in the amount of 55,U9.48 has been. carefully reviewed* 


Oar review reveals that geological conditions at the 
Harrison Mine are unfavorable to the diacoviry or development of 
ore deposits tht would be of significant importance to the 
National Defense Program and, consequently the expenditure of 
Government funds as proposed is not justified. ',".Ie regret to 
advise, therefore, that your application for an Exploration 
P,ject is denied.	 . 


1e appreciate your interest in the National 1cfenae 
Program and wish to thank you for giving us tie opportunity of 
studying your proposal. 	 .	 . 


Sincerely. yours, 


C.


 


0, Mi*tU10 fator ) 
e-t-


ActingAdmin±st 
Defense Minerals xploration 
Administration 


APPROVED:


FEJohnson/HFKefler/jein/bih - 1/18/52 
cc to: Adrnr's. Reading File 


Member, Bureau of Mines 	 . Docket ..2 
Messrs. C. H. Johnson Room 3621 


E. T. McKnigh - u 4204 GSA Bldg. 
- Keller 


Member, Geological Survey	 •	 Ellis 
Field Team, Region 111 (2).


:	 .	
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January 14, 1952 


Memoran dum


Mr. H. F. Keller 


From:	 Mr. B. T. McKnight 


Subject: Denial letter on Harrison Mine 


I would like to see a substitution made in the 2nd line 
of the 2nd paragraph: For "structure is" substitute "conditions are". 
I. think that the geological structure is very similar to that at the 
Knoxville mine which has been the big producer in the district. On 
the other hand, we know that the silica-carbonate rook, with which 
most of the ore of the district is associated, is very limited at 
the Harrison mine. The hope of the applicant was that the favorable 
structural location of the mine would lead to an underground dis-
covery of silica-carbonate rock and associated ore, even though little 
has been exposed by underground and surface exposures to date. The 
most informative level in a mine is the "zero level", i. e., the sur-
face. If the surface, which is in the same structural setup as the 
underground, shows very little silica-carbonate rook, it would appear 
unprofitable for the Government to engage in expensive underground 
development a short distance below the surface in the hope that con-
ditions will be different down there. 


I think "geological conditions" is' broad and general enough 
to discourage any haggling from the applicant. The geological con-
ditions were unfavorable from the beginning, but the clincher is that 
extensive underground development has confirmed a geological appraisal 
that, had it been madein the beginning, would have been unfavorable. 


I think the denial could be genralized still further to 
t9.ke into account the past production history of the mine by saying 
that, in our opinion, the chances for finding a significant tonnage 
of new quicksilver by the proposed exploration is not great enough to 
warrant the proposed expenditure of public funds. 


Z44^ 77 C 
Edwin T. McKnight 
Geologist 


4 
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I M1fl als Production & Processing Co. Subject: WA-2218 
do Mr. Oscar A. Giese	 Re: Exploration Loan 


I55 Montecito Road	 Harrison Quicksilver Mine 
[Walnut Creek, California 


?(y dear Mr. Giese: 


This will acknaw1edge receipt of your application dated 
Nember 1, 19 for a loan under the Defense oduction Act of 19500 


Your application was assigned Docket Number DNA..- 2218 and 


referred to the ftre 4 Lipht Metals Branch. 


Kindly refer to DMA-2218 in any future correspondence relat-


ing to your application*


Sincerely yours, 


/--XJ 
Robert E. Adams, Chief 
Reports and Records Unit
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UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF' THE INTERIOR
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


IN REPLY REFER TO: 


January 7, 1952 


Re: I1(A-2218 
Minerals Production and 


Processing Company 
Harrison Mine, Yolo County, 


California 
Exploration loan, $55,119.48 
Quicksilver 


Memorandum 


To:	 Mr. E. Ten. Ellis 


From	 Mr. E. T. McKnight 


Subject: Geological appraisal of 
subject docket.


This application requests *55, 119, with 3/4 Government 
participation, to rehabilitate the old underground workings that were 
last in use in 1919. These workings consist of a main tunnel (January 
tunnel) that is known to be 360 feet long, plus unmapped drifts on 
ore, the extent of which is not known. At the end of the project, the 
property will be in just the same condition that it was when last 
worked, ready to be examined geologically to see if there are good 
prospects for a second exploration project designed to discover new, 
ore. At the present time there are not even good hunches as to *t are 
new ore might be found. This particular property was picked by the 
applicant for further attention beoause it lies between two good pro-
ducers and he believes that its position in the structural geologic 
pattern is favorable for a large number of small ore bodies and possibly 
for larger ore bodies that might be encountered under geologic condi-
tions not apparent at the surface* 


aider earlier interpretations, the Production Expansion 
Division of L&L ruled on several occasions that a straight rehabili- 
tation job was not eligible for exploration assistance under thtima 
6Tib-5. Possibly the present interpretation may be somewhat more 
liberal, but for this particular application I can see no circumstances 
that would justify any such liberalization. There is no record, or 
unrecorded tradition in the camp, of an ore structure that has been 
Incompletely explored. The previous geologic examination showed that 
the silica-carbonate rook, which contains most of the quicksilver so 
far produced in the Knoxville district, is in small masses and is too 
widely distributed at the Harrison property to offer promise of any 
large scale operation. The published account (California Journal of 
Mines and Geology, vol. 14, No. 2, p 85, 1945) states that neither the 
surface nor underground geology suggests that the Harrison mine is 
capable of yielding ore in conunercial quantities, although 263 flasks 
were produced from the underground workings in 1917, 1 18 and 119. Later 
production, 1936-40 inclusive, amounting to 82 flasks, came from a sur- 
face open cut, and there was small but unrecorded production in 19142-430







These production figures indicate the type of yield that could be 
expected in any future operation. The applicant's hope of finding, 
through underground prospecting, larger ore bodies than so far 
discovered in extensive working on this property is founded on very 
tenuous and equivocal geologic arguments. 


I therefore recommend that this application be denied on 
the basis that the proposed project is only a preliminary and 
expensive preparation for a possible new project whose chances of 
finding a significant amount of new ore are not promising enough to 
warrant the total indicated expenditure of public funds. 


a,ee ̂21-14  
Edwin T. McKnight 
Geologist


I







Budget Bureau No. 42—R1035.1. Foi1O3	 UNITEr)cTATES DEPARTMENT OF THE 1NTER tn 1%  
(ReSised Jtrne 1951)


ENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 


MF-103 Should Be Filed With General Technical Data Form MF-100 


Not To Be Filled in by Applicant 


APPLICATION FOR AID FOR AN Docket No. 


flEXPLORATION PROJECT PURSUANT TO Metal or Mineral --------------------------------------- 


LO 
C IO MINERAL ORDER 5, UNDER


Date Received	 // f £' 
Amount$--------------------------------------------------


DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT OF 1950 Participation (Government %) 


I	 '
... 
C


E
MineriLiB Production & Processing Name and 


cops	
- 


1Y No.flrginta St..,
address of 


Reno, Nevada. 
L Address Correspondence to .	 I Date	 November. I 


Mr. Oscar A. GLees, 
55 Montecito Rd. ,Walnut Gin ek,Oalff.


If you have already filed MF-100, give date filed ---------------------------------, type of assistance requested 


DMA Docket Number (if available) ---------------------------------


INSTRUCTIONS 


Read Mineral Order 5, Regulations Governing Government 
Aid in Defense Projects, before completing this application. 
Submit four copies each, of the signed application form, Gen-
eral Technical Data Form MF-100, and answers to questions 
as specified, to Defense Minerals Administration, Department 
of the Interior, Washington 25, D. C., or to the nearest field 
executive office thereof, with your name and address on each 
sheet of the application and all accompanying papers. If you


have previously filed MF-100, it is not necessary to file it 
again. However, you should indicate in space provided above 
the type of assistance previously applied for (loans, procure-
ment contracts, etc.) and DMA Docket Number, if available. 
When a question is inapplicable it should be so stated in the 
foi'm. Additional sheets should be attached in answering any 
questions or in supplying additional information. IF YOU 
CANNOT ANSWER A QUESTION, SO STATE. 


1. (a) Give a description of the real property that will be in any way involved in the exploration project, including any existing 
mine or operating property. 


(b) If you are not the owner of the property, submit a copy of the lease, purchase option, or other agreements under which 
you are authorized to operate the property with each copy of your application. 


(c) Give the legal description of the exact parcel, plot, or area upon which the exploration is to be conducted. 


NOTE: (1) If both areas are the same, so state. The only ' óbliga o'rt ±éjay the Goverñrneñt is from th net earnings 
from any commercial discovery made in the area specified in (c) above in which the exploration is to be con- 
ducted, of 'funds which may be charged as costs of the project must be limited to that 
area or to work necessary to perform the exploration in that area. 


(2) If applicant is not the owner of the property or if there are any liens or encumbrances against the property, 
copy of agreements Of claithants, lienors, en cumbrances, and lessors subprinángtWeir intéiests in -the prop-
erty to the interest of the Government under the Exploration Project Contract will be required for attach-
ment to the Contract. 


2. (a) What metals or minerals do you expect to find? 


(b) Furnish statement of the geologic features of your property, giving type of ore deposit and reasons for expecting to find 
commercial ore bodies. Illustrate with maps or sketches. If you have a geologic or engineering report, or assay maps 
showing width and grade, please send them with application, stating whether or not you wish to have them returned. 


16-64067-2 







The information request . questions 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 below shoul answered specifically and in detail, as this 
information will be attached to and incorporated as part of the Exploration Project Contract, if such contract is entered into 
with you by the Government. 


ANSWER EACH QUESTION ON SEPARATE SHEETS OF PAPER AND SUBMIT A COPY OF EACH ANSWER 
FOR EACH COPY OF YOUR APPLICATION. 


3. (a) Describe fully the proposed work and give the total cost of the project. 


(b) State the time required to start the project and to complete it. 


4. Submit a map or sketch of the property involved showing a plan (and cross section, if needed) of the present mine workings 
and the location of the proposed exploration work as related to geologic features, such as contacts, veins, ore-bearing beds, etc. 


5. Furnish an itemized list of existing facilities, buildings; ii{sllatiôns, and fixtures with a statement of the" c6st of any neces-
sary rehabilitation or repairs to put into useful and operable condition. 


6 Furnish a detailed list of additional facilities, buildings and fixtures to be purchased, instaed, or erecedby you, with the esti-
mated costiof	 iteM 


7 Furnish a detailed list of operating equipment, separated into items to be— ..'`7.
*	


k 


(a) Rented 


(b) Purchased 


(c) Furnished by you 


with the rental, purchase price, or depreciation of each item, as the case may be, to be charged as a cost of the project. 


8. Furnish an itemized schedule of labor, by numbers and classes (miners, muckers, etc.) and of supervisors by numbers and 
positions, with the maximum wages or salaries to be paid to each. 


9. Furnish a detailed list with estimated cost of each item for materials, supplies, engineering, assaying, accounting, power, 
water, utilities, and any other items not provided for above. 


10. (a) How much are you prepared to invest in the proposed project? 


(b) Is this amount sufficient to pay your part of the cost of the project, in accordance with the regulations on Government 
participation (Sec. 9 of MO-5)? 


11. State any conditions or circumstances regarding the property not sufficiently brought out by the foregoing questions. 


CERTIFICATION 


The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on its behalf, hereby certify that the information con-
tained in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete to the best of their knowledge and belief. 


Mineralii --Production --& --Proossaing -_ Co.
 of company)	 -	 (Signature of au orized official) 


ecar A. Giese


	


November 1, 1951. 	 Secretary 
(Date)	 (Title) 


Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or re presentation to any department or agency 
of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction.	 - 


U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 	 16-64067-2
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Minerals Production & 
Processing Company, 
Harrison Mine, Yolo Co., Calif. 


1. (a) The N.W.* of the NJ. of Sec. 6, Township 12 North, 
Range 5 West, LD.W. (except for about 8 acres which is 
Included in what is C* DO 	 known as the Soda Spring 
Mine) containing 32 acres more or lees. 


The East j of the NJ* of Section 35', Township 12 North, 
Range 5 West, LD,M. containing 80 acres more or less; 
and a email adJoining parcel of land on which is located 
a spring of water, and being described as follows: 


BEGINNING at the S.E.corner of the N.L* of said Section 
35


9
 thence North 500 w , thence West 200', thence South 


500' and thence East • 200' to the place' of beginning. 
Containing 2 acres more or less. 


(b) A copy of the lease is submitted with each copy of our 
application. 


(o) Exploration will be o?ntlred to the Harrison Mine which 
Is'' a part of the real pcpOrtydeaortbed 


2. (a) 


(b) Refer to report by Frederick D. Hanson, LM. 


Refer to map by Paul Averttt &G. Donald Eberlein USGS 


No assay maps showing width and grade have been found.
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MINERAL LEASE AND OPTION 


THIS AGREEMENT, made the first day of September, 1951, by 


and between VERNE W. HARRISON, VINCE Le HARRISON, MADGE J. 


HARRISON, and RUBY A. SNIDER, hereinafter called the parties of 


the first part- 	 MINERALS PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING COMPANY, 


hereinafter called the party of the second part. 


WITNESSETH :. -.-	 I	 - 


THAt whereas' 	 parties of the first part are the owners 


and in possession of that certain property, commonly known as the 


Harrison )Iine hereinafter.deecribed, and are willing to lease 


the same; and 


WHEREAS, the party of the second part is willing to lease 


work and develop the same-  terms and conditions herein.. 


after stated. 


NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the payment of the 


royalty hereinafter provided' 	 of the faithful and timely per-


formance by the party of the second part of the conditions. , coyw 


enants and agreements hereinafter contained, the parties of the 


first part do hereby lease and let for mining purposes unto the 


party of the second part all that certain real property, situate 


In the County of Yolo. State of California, and particularly 


described, as follows, to wit: 


The NJ, j of the N.W. of Sec. 36, Township 12 North: 
Range 5 West, LD.M. (except for about 8 acres which 
included in what is commonly known as the Soda Spring 
Mine) containing 32 acres more or less.
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The East of the N.E.I of Section 35 Township 12 
North, Range' 5 West, MID ,M. containing 80 acres more or 
lees; and a email ad3otning parcel of land on which is 
located, a spring of water, and being described as follows: 


BEGINNING at the 8.E9 corner of the N.E. j of said. 
Section 35, thence North 500 $ ' thence West 2001, thence 
South 500 and. thence East 206' to the place of beginning. 
Containing 2 acres more or less* 


for the term commencing September 1,1951 and ending September 1, 


1961 0 for a period of ten (lo) years. 


The parties of the first part hereby grant to the party 


of the second part an option to extend the terms of this lease 


for an additional period of ten (10) years, to commence at the 
expiration of the term herein granted, upon the same terms and
conditions as herein stated. In the event the party of the second 


part shall fail to give the parties of the first part a written 


notice of election to exerciee . thie option for a ten-year extension 


of this lease' within ninety, days prior to the expiration hereof, 


this option shall become null and void. 


MINERALS PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING COMPANY, the party of 
the second part' 	 pay to the parties of the first part within 


five (5) days after receipts or returns are received grom the 
burning:, milling or disposition of Mercury or other precious 


metals obtained from said property, and from each shipment of 


Mercury or other precious metals*" Seven and one.-half per cent 


(7+%) of the' gross proceeds obtained from said property as a 


royalty. The party of the , second part shall make any and all 


royalty payments to the Bank,, of America' 	 Lake State of 
California, and shall send dupliCate deposit slips to Verne W. 


.4.. 
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Harrison, Lower Lake' 	 or to any other person that may 
be designated by the parties of the first part. 


It is further mutually covenanted and agreed that when 


the party of the second part commences mining operations that the 


party of the second part shall..pay to the parties of the first 


Part a minimum royalty of not less than One Hundred Dollars 


(*100000) per month, commencing six months after date hereof. 
Payments to be made on the fti gt, day of each month. 


And it is further mutually covenanted and agreed as a part 


of the terms and conditions of this agreement as follows: 


1. The party of the aeoo* part shall have six (6) months 
from the date hereof to do such. examination and exploratory work 


as may be desired, free from. any and all obligations. 


2. The parties of the first part agree that the party of 


the second part may enter upon said mines or premises and work the 


same, in a manner necessary to, good. and economical mining, so as 
to take out the greatest munt of commercial ore pos8ible, with 


due regard to the safety; development and preservation of the said 
premises as a workable mine. 


3. Beginning March 1, 1952 the party of the second part 
shall employ at least five (5) men working twentyftvó (25) shifts 
to the man each calendar month. 


f The party of the second part shall promptly pay all 
bills incurred for labor or materials, or other purposes in connecu, 


tion with working of said mining property; and shall post and keep 


posted such notices of non..responatbjlfty as may be furnished to 
him by the parties of the first part. 


5. The party of the eecond part agrees to insure so as to 


-.3-
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protect the parties of the first part against all liability for 


accident or death under the Workmen 1 a Compensation Acts, 


6. All work bne by the party of the second part shall be 


performed in a good, minerlike manner, and in accordance with the 


lava of the State of Calttornia, and the lawful orders of the 


State Mine Inspector, and other dul3onetituted agencies of 


said. State. 


70 The party of the second part shall keep full and aocumate 


account and records of all development work performed upon said 


property, and all ores and mineral products taken therefrom and 


disposed of by the party of the second part, and shall afford the 


parties of the first part free access to all mine workings as 


long as this does not interfere in any way with the operation of 


said property. The parties of the first part shall have the right 


to be present at any and all.oleanupa. 


8. The party of the second part shall furnish the parties 


of the first part, at their request'" 	 of an maps; geological 


reports, assay certificates and all data', including the results 


of any diamond drilling upon said property. 


9. The parties of the first part agree that all equipment 


and tools brought to or placed upon said premises by the party of 


the second part shall not become fixture's; but shall remain the 


property of the party of the second part; provided that such re 


moval shall be made within thirty (30) days from the abandonment, 


forfeiture or expiration or this lease', and if not so removed shall 


become a part of the realty. All buildings and structures on the
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surface and timber in place underground shall become a part of the 


realty.


10. The parties of the first part agree that they will 


Pay all taxes that are now due upon said property, and to pay be-


fore delinquency all taxes that: hereinafter may be levied upon or 


assessed against said real property. The party of the second part 


agrees that he will pay before delinquency all taxes that may 
hereinafter be levied upon or. assessed against any personal prop-
erty on said premises. 


11. The parties. of the. first part hereby grant to the party 


of, the second part an easement for road purposes over and across 


their lands so that the party of the second part in conducting 


operations contemplated by the agreement, shall have a convenient 


vayto travel between the.said premises and Knoxville, and between 
the said premises and Lower Lake, and also an easement for the 
Purpose of conveying water for use in the operation of the plant, 
mine and for domestic purposes ' , and the further right to use and 


occupy said premises for the purposes of storing and maintaining 
equipment, housing the ee and erecting buildings necessary for 
the conduct of the business and for the purpose of dumping ore 
and minerals. 


12. The parties of the first part hereby grant to the 
party of the second part, easements over the real property to 
lay and maintain pipe lines to convey water; and the party of the 
second part hereby grants to the parties of the first part the 


right of grazing stock upon and driving stock over said real prop. 
erty, but without risk or liability to the party of the second 
part. The party of the second part may fence off land unused by
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the parties of the first. part to keep livestock away from any 


dangerous area. 


136 In the event ore is not found in paying quantities or 


in the event ore that is profitable to mine should become ex-


hausted., the party of the second part shall have the rlgh to 


abandon the property and this lease and option shall be at an end 


and of no further force or effect. 
14. In the event title detects should exist- 	 parties of 


the first part agree to cure such defects within a reasonable time 


and at their own expense. 


156 The party of the second part shall have the right to 
assign this lease and option to others, who shall also be bound 
thereby. If the party of the second part violates or falls to 
comply with any of the provisions hereof, then, and in that event, 
this lease shall terminate, and all rights •t the party of the 


second part hereunder shall cease, and all payments heretofore 


made hereunder shall be retained by the parties of the first part 


as full compensation as rental for the use and occupancy of said 


property, as the consideration for which this agreement is exe 
outed and as liquidated. damages. 


160 The party of the aeond part agrees to keep the property 
free and clear of all liens, attachments and encumbrances of any 


kind, and to that end the parties of the first part may poet, file 


and record the proper notices, giving notice to all persons of 


the ownership of the parties of the first part, and the protec-
tion by him of al 1 liens and claims of all persons.
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17. In case of default in any provision herein contained by 


the party of the second part, the parties of the first part shall 


notify said party of the second part, in writing, of such default, 


and should the party of the second part fail or refuse to cure 


such default within thirty (30) days after the receipt of such 


notice, then the parties of the first part shall have the right 


to cancel this agreement by notice in writing. 


Such termination shall not relieve the party of the second 


Part from his obligation to pay all sums accrued and payable by 


the party of the second part to the parties of the first part at 


the time of such termination; and the party of the second part 


upon any such termination, shall execute a quit claim deed, quit-i 


claiming to the parties of the first part any interest that the 


party of the second part may have acquired in the said premises. 


18. This lease and option shall bind and inure to the 


benefit-of the heirs, executors ., administrators and assigns of all 
parties hereto. 


TIME SHALL BE THE ESSENCE OF THIS AGREEMENT. 


IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have hereunto set their 


bands and seals this day and year first above written. 


i8d	 Vere W. Harriaq	 MINERALS PRODUCTION AND +ENE W. RAR1IsoN PROCESSING COMPANY, •  
k5d 1 ) Vines L Harrison	


A Corporation
 VNCE L.	 .•	 (Sgd.) 


By___Oscar A	 BeGie I5d1j 	 de J, Harrison	 OSCAR A GE$E, Secretary MADG J. ARRI SON	 .  
- Ruby A. Snider 


RUBY A. SNIDER 


Parties of the First Part 


-	
•.:	 -7..


Party of the Second Part
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PRELIMINARY REPORT 
HARRISON QUICKSILVER MINE


KNOXVILLE DISTRICT 
CALIFORNIA 


FOREWORD 


The purpose of this examination was to determine it the 
geologic setuoup of the Harrison Property justifies its explo.. 
ration. Since the underground workings are entirely inaccessible 
an opinion must be based on observable surface geologic features 
on the property itself, on 1t8 position in the district relative 
to the more productive mines and the geologic features which 
localized them, and on available literature. 


My conclusions are based n field work at the property 
and in the district on Sept.-24th and 25th 1951. and on a. study 
of the maps and reports by Mr. Paul Avertt of the USGS as pub, 
lisbed in the California. Journal of M.tneA and Geology-*"eology, Vol. tat 
No. 2 9 April 1945. It is recommended thqt this publication be 
available when this report is read. 


CONCLUSIONS 


It is my opinion---basedon 
that the Harrison Property merits 
ploratton program which would be a 
government loan or loans.


the criteria mentioned. above---
a cautious, atep..by.step ox-
legitimate project for a 


RECOMMENDATIONS 


The first step should be the re-opening of the Lower 
January tunnel. It can then be determined if early production 
can be expected or if new exploration and development is needed. 
Since it cannot be foretold-In advance if such work is justified, 
whether it can best be accomplished, by diamond drilling or by 
underground Workings, or the footage of such work required and 
Its location, it would seem advisable to restrict the loan 
application to the funds required for the tunnel re-opening and 
associated work. The program would be as follows: 


1. Rental of bulldozer to repair bad stretches of the 
present road- 	 to construct the short segments necessary to 
allow trucks to reach the portal of the lower January tunnel and 
the mill. Possible subsidiary work to secure enough flat ground 
near the portal for the compressor and necessary shop and storage 
housing. Prospecting trenches across the ore zones beyond the
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limits of underground workings. Replace the old pipe line from 
the spring to the lower Jamwry tunnel. 


2 9 Reopentng of thb 360 foot Lower January tunnel, the 
main drift on the ore zones, and such connecting workings as seem 
essential because of geological indications or operating neoesei. 
ties. This work would involve the purchase'of a compressor, mucking 
machine., mine cars, rail, pipe, timber, tools, a truck' 


3. Such minor workings and timbering as are, needed to 
adequately expose for examination and sampling any ore showings. 
and promising leads which are exposed in the re-opened workings. 


k. Appraisal of the results of the above work to determine 
If additional exploration and/or development is justified or 
needed, and if so, whether it can best be done by underground 
workings, underground diamond drilling, surface diamond drilling, 
or.new openings. 


PROPERTY 


The Harrison Property ts located in the Knoxville Mining 
District in YOU and Naps counties'' 	 It is situated 
in P.11 N., R.5 W! , and. coñeete of the E of the NE or 8ec., the NW* of the X4 ;of See.36 1 ' exceptfo r About 8 acres con-stituting the Soda Springs proepect,.and a rectangular parcel of 
500 N and S and 200 E and W located in the SE corner of Seo26. 
All this is contiguous and totals 117 to 118 acres. 


ACCESS	 '. 


The property Lies about 3/4 mile north of the, county.--road. 
between Lower Lake and Monticello at a point about '24 miles NW Of Knoxville and 171 miles BE of Lower Lake. At present a oar 
can be driven to within a few minutes walk of the workings, but 
the open pit of the last operation has destroyed a short segment 
of the road 80 that from 100 to 20O yards of new road is needed 
to connect with the road to the portal of the Lower January 
tunnel. A minor amount of repair Is also needed on the intact 
Portions, 


OWNERSHIP 


The mine is owned and/or. controlled, by Verne and Vince 
Harrison of Lower Lake and vicinity. I have not examined the 
lease or purchase agreement. 


FACILITIES 


Former operations depended on a spring on the email parcel 
of land in Sec. 260 The flow of the spring was not determined, 
but can be presumed to be sufficient for compressor cooling and 
drilling purposes.
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Electric power for furnace and. permanent plant can be 
secured by about 3700 feet of power line. 


Equipment on the property includes a 30 ton rotary furnace 
with accessory condensers* 1 fans, etc *' This plant seems to have 
had little use and to be in good shape. 


Other items noted werei.an air receiver, several D retorts, 
one of which is in good ehap.e,and several frame buildings in 
bad repair near the portal of, the Lower January tunnel. 


HISTORY


The recorded production. of the Harrison Mine through 191+3 
Is given as 3115 flaóke. Total production is allotted to three 
periods of activity, aa.followe: 


1. A email tnreoorded.production prior to 1900. 


2. 263 flasks during World War I period of 1917 1918 and 
1919. A concentrating plant was in operation during this period . 


9 but the production also includes that from retorted high—grade. 
Most of the underground work was done during this period. 


3. 82 flasks (plus a few unrecorded flasks) in the period 
1936 to 1940; Inclusive* Moa.t of the ore came from the open pit; 
it is said that no underground work was done. 
DISTRICT GEOLOGY 


The following account 1a;ten largely from Mr. Averttttf3 
report or inferred, from his maps and descriptions. My own obser-
vations are limited to the Harrison Property to a walk from that 
property to the county road below the Reed. Mine, and to a 0oir_ 
oumnavigation of the district by auto. 


The backbone of the district is a large dike1ike mass of 
serpentine from 3/4 to 3..3/4 miles wide which extends across the 
district in a broad curve convex to the NE. The serpentine in.o 
cludea large and small inclusions of the Franciscan formation, 
and is encased in sediments of the Knoxville formation of Jurasso. 
Cretaceous age. Near the north end of the district the serpentine 
outcrop widens to the NE by about 1* miles as a series of irregular 
but re or leaa connected and parallel bodies. The Reed Mine--
the northernmost in the district.-..4s located along the NE oontat 
of the easternmost and largest of these subordinate serpentine 
masses. At the south end of the Reed the serpentine and the 
mineralized fault wne which follows its contact terminate along 
an E..W fault. The mineralized fault zone reappears about 3/4 
mile to the west on the Harrison Property, but is here along the 
NE contact of the weoternmoat of the subordinate serpentine
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bodies and lies about mile east of the main arouate mass. The 
Harrison serpentine tapers out to the SE, but the fault ne 
continues through the Manhattan property with Franciscan formation on its west side, but is largely covered by Tertiary volcanios 
consisting of basaltic flows and. tufts and rhyolitic tufts. Basaltic dikes and necks are also exposed. The fault zone re-joins the serpentine contact about miles above the Knoxville Mine, near which it makes a rather sharp bend to a more NW 
strike. Except for the cross faulting bounding the upthrust slice in which the Knoxville mine is located the fault zone is montinuoua from the . Knoxville to beyond the Harrison where it is offset eastward to the Reed. Mine. Ignoring this offset It may 
be said. that all of the mines of the district except the Red 
Elephant are located along the fault zone. which follows the NE 
contact of the serpentine mass as a whole. 


The area between the serpentine and a line drawn between the Reed and Knoxville Mines forms a roughly triangular shaped 
sedimentary re—entrant or embayment in which are exposed strati.. 
graphically lower beds of the Knoxville formation than to the 
north and south. It is also the intersection point of the NW 
and WNW striking faults Which determined the trend. of the ends 
of the arcuate curve, of the. N 40 to 50 W fault zone following the serpentine contact in this area, and of NE trending faults 
and fractures roughly at right angles to the last mentioned. set. 
Also, on the Manhattan property south of the Harrion: is the dtc.triot center of, int'usion and:óxtruaion ot::Te.rtiary magma. 
All of these facts must be genetically related. It may-be 
surmised that. the uplift of theserpentinewas caused , -by the intrusion of the. Terttary magma, but that in the complex fault 
Intersection areathis magma could work its way through to the 
surface; it. propulsive power was thus lost, and the fault 
block was not elevated to the same extent as those outside the 
zone of magmatlo leakage. 


The Reed and Knoxville Mines, . each just outside of the 
limits of the embayinent and at about equal distances on each side of the volcanic area of intense cross faulting undoubtedly owe their also to their geologic location.. Cross faults were far 
enough spaced so that the horizontal length of the contact fault 
zone to which the solutions, were confined was exceptionally 
large and the depth interval accessible to mining was far enough 
above the magmatic source of the solutions so that the zone of 
rich cinnabar deposition was well developed. 


In the intervening Harrtson..Xanhattan area opposite condi.. 
tions Prevailed*-"* 1 conditions favoring the dispersion of the 
magma and its mineralizing solutions, and the formation of a 
large number of relatively smaill orebodies Instead of big 
continuous bodies, These conditions are: the splitting of the 
main contact fault zone into at least-three strands; the 
closely spaced cross faulting, the intricately sheared serpentine, and the thick shale horizon between two of these strands, The 
effect of the closely spaced cross faulting is shown by the fact 
that both the basalt and the bodies of siltoa.carbonate rock 
or opalite which forms the gangue of the cinnabar deposits occur
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at fault intersections as ptpeltke bodlee, or as relatively 
short dikes or tabular bodies bounded by cross faults. 


The advantage of the big continuous orebody from a devel 
opment, mining, and cost standpoint is of course undeniable, but 
this does not mean that an operation based on mining smaller 
orebodies will not be profitable if these bodies are closely 
enough spaced, and frequent enough, and if geological guides to 
their occurrences are developed. No attempt is made here to 
explain away the vast discrepancy between the past productiOn. 
of the Harrison Property and the Reed and Knoxville Mines, nor 
the concomitant dieorepancy.in the size and continuity of the 
respective bodies of stltoa..oarbonate rook. However I do not 
believe that the productive potentiality of the Harrison Mine 
can be fairly judged by the size and number of exposed ore.. 
bodies. I would expect development to disclose a large number 
of more or less similar bodies, many of which would have no 
observable expression at the present surface, and might in conie 
sequence be unusually rich. There would aeo be the constant 
possibility of encountering larger orebodies under geologic con-
ditions not apparent at the surface. For instance, there is some 
reason for expecting the dip of the fault zones to flatten with 
depth.	 .. 


The sizeable production of the Manhattan Mine cannot be 
used as an argwnent Ift r the Harrlaon since the bulk of the M9'i.. 
hattanproduction came fromthOaUrtace voloantcs, andthe8. 
were eroded from the Harrison Property except for a few residual 
patohea. The mineral content of the extruded magma is bat, 
but under"the dispersive influences --mentioned previously it 
would seem that sufficient must have terminated at depth to make 
a large total volume of mineralization, Also, until the 
Harrison workings wre re..opena, we do not know the frequency, 
Size , grade or continuity of the orebodies extracted from them, 
or still exposed. 


GEOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT AT THE HAR!I8ON PROPERTY 


%0 re zones have been exposed on the Harrison Property 
(excluding the Soda Bpringa prospect) both of which lie along 
the NE orhaflging wall atiesof.. parallel serpentine- -.ike .which 
probably, 'units. at the north. end" :of T the property. The. Main, 
Footwall, or No. 1 ore zone follows the hangingwall of a	 . sex 
pentine bodyeome 600 feet *ide,Th1s is the SE tip of the 
first subordinate serpentine.. body on the NE side of the main 
mass. The contact strikes about, N..45 .W and dips about- 65. degrees 
to the NE* tntenao shearing, and.. tracturtng extends over..:a total 
width of perhaps 250 feet, and. embraces both the serpentine and 
the Knoxville sandstone and. shale i1 it. hanging wall. Averitt's 
map shows five, individual bodies of ailioa.'carbonate rook. -• 
Mapped.. lengths average about 30 feetandFth1averagehwtdth is 
Perhaps 10 to . 15 feet. Foretnerte report in 1917 when the' ufld.er.. 
round drifting was in progress .. øtates that the vein, was from.. 
to 15 .f.eet:wide. , ..  


re
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Two of the five bodies shown by Averttt occur at the sur-


face in the area of the present open pit ) and only small vestiges 
can be seen, •Averttt's map shows that the combined width of the 
two parallel, and. probably connected bodies was about 110 feet. 
This opefl pit is at the BE end of the developed portion of the 
ore zone as now exposed. I do not know whether underground work.. 
Ingo extended beyond it to the SE. On the north brim of the pit 
is the collar of the oaved.verttoal shaft of some 125 feet depth 
which Is said to have connected most of the underground workings. 
The Plant tunnel is about 80 feet to the NW of the shaft, is 
about 70 feet long, and had at least 80 feet of drift. The portal 
of the Upper January tunnel is about 50 feet farther NV. Th18 
tunnel is at an elevation of 1801 feet* 	 about 70 feet long,. 
and in 1917 was said to have 150 feet of drift to the NW. and 100 
feet to the 5E At the time of Avertt'a visit only about 70 
feet of tunnel drift was accessible, that part leading to the 
upper end of the inclined raise from the Lower January tunnel. 
This latter tunnel was the main opening of the workings. The 
portal teat an elevation of 1660 feet 110 feet below the 
Upper January tunnel. It Is 360 feet long and the only working 
shown on Averitt 1 s map is the. inclined raise mentioned above. 
Torstner'a brief report in 1917 stated that the vein was being 
drifted on from this tunnel, and since the main productive period 
came in 1919 it can be safely assumed that the ore zone was rather 
extensively explored on this level and above. Ordinarily it could 
also be safely assumed that all commercial ore was removed, but 
It In possible that falling prices stopped the operation before 
this could be done. 


The No. 2 ore zone is roughly parallel to the No. 1, but 
lies about 300 feet NE of.the latter, along or near the hanging-. 
wall of a serpentine dike about 175 feet wide. A body of silica.. 
cerbonate rook about 50 feet long and 10 feet wide (Averttt'e 
map) was exposed in the 70 foot Bat Tunnel which is about 311 
feet higher in elevation than the Lower January tunnel, and 
nearly directly above it, A much 'smaller body of silica-carbonate 
rook was exposed in the Lower January tunnel, and some cinnabar 
Is indicated on parallel shearing.	 . 


The rock between the two serpentine bodies is irdtoated as 
being Knoxville sandstone and shale-..ct1y high sheared and 
gougy. The No, 2 serpentine seems to Abelixile some Knoxville 
sandstone thus suggesting that the serpentine was intrusive into 
the Knoxville formation. This would not affect the theory that 
the,main mass with its Franciscan inclusions was upthrust into 
Its present position after its emplacement. 


The property includes a length of some 160o or 1700, feet 
along the strike of the No. 1 and 2 fault zones. 


The Soda Springs fault 10 essentially parallel to the No" 
d 2 fault zones, and lies about 1000 $ east of the latter. The 
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Intervening rook seems tà consist almost entirely of shale of 
the Lower Knoxville form?tion, but the Soda Springs outcrop of 


a atlio.carbonate rook in conglomerate of the.8ame formation,. 
and this. continues to the east with Intercalations of sandstone. 
Although no signs of mineralization were Observed In the shale 
It isbolievedd, possible that it may contatn'ore at greater 
depth, and may exercise a damming influence on ore in the No. 2 ore zone. 


The conspicuous Soda Springs outcrop lies on a 8 acre 
tract not included in the present agreement, but said to be 
available later it wanted*'- The.worktngs', casually visited by 
the writer.....pea.r the top of the outorop....ccnsiet of a tunnel 
about 125 feet long with its portal at the BE end of the outew crop. Part way in, a tunnel about 5 feet lower in elevation 
'converges with the main tunnel, and the two are. connected with 
a winze..like opening. The floor , of the workings. then jumps up 
about 15 feet and emerges into a shaft opening to the surface. 
The workings mentioned above trend from N 10.. E to N 12 W but 
are associated at the north end with N 50 1 shearing. iAe core 
of the mineralization is a dike or vein of the nearly all-black 
ailicaacarbonate rock which contains sulfides and cinnabar in 
small fractures *-ractures Silification and cinnabar-iron mineralization has branched out on diverging fissures, and the. conglomerate country rook is locally intensely altered to a powdery mass, 
particularly between converging fractureao The average dip of 
the main vein is about 80 degrees to the east. It seems possible 
that this outcrop lies on a short segment of 'a member of the NW striking system of faults,' a segment caught between several 
strands of the N 50. W faulting.. Production has apparently come 
from two or three narrow veins. No particular claims are made 
here about this particular outorop'...4t was not even completely' Inspected' , but the fault Zone it occupies may be important at greater depth. 


In general it is anticipated that commercial ore will 
extend to greater depth gn the No. 2 ore zone than on the No. 1, 
and possibly-to a greater depth on the Soda Springs zone on the 
No. 2. Thus the possibilities of the property are not exhausted 
even it exploration shows that coercial ore in the developed 
Portion of the No, 1 zone bottoms at or near the Lower January 
tunnel level. The only indication of such an event was that a 
Pile of course rejects from a hand sorting operation, and con- 
taining only occasional small veinleté and. patches of cinnabar, 
was of a black and white mottled and streaked character which 
is believed to be lower grade than. the all.-black opalite, and 
to be zonally deeper, However, I understand that miners who 
worked in the mine have stated. that ore continued below the 
tunnel level.	 .
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In conclusion it may be reiterated that my opinion that 
the exploration if the property may disclose a large number of 
more or lees connected, relatively email orebodies Is on 
the presence of geological factors favoring the dispersion or 
splitting of the magma, and its mineralizing solutions into 
bodies of varying volume whose cinnabar zones will occur at 
varying depths. Thus ore may occur at depth horizons where the 
stronger intersections are occupied by noncommercial phases of 
the mineralization- 1 or even by intrusive bodies. The smaller 
quantity.ot mineralization of the smaller branches may be counte 
balanced by the greater retention afforded by traps at depth as 
compared with those near the surface. It must also be mentioned 
that the property suffers by comparison with its unusually 
large neighbors, It it were: by. itself Its own present showings 
would be more impressive.


Frederio]'D. Hanson, L)1. 


Nov. 1, 1951 
Auburn, Calif.
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Minerals Production & 
Processing Company, 
Harrison Mine, Yolo Co., 
Calif. 


3. (a) We propose to open the Lower January crosscut tunnel, and 
all main drifts off this level that are in the ore zones. 
The Lower January. tunnel is 360 feet long; and according 
to statements of miners who worked on this level there 
Is approximately ilOO feet of drifting on the oreod.ies. 
The main drifts off the level are not eboim by Averitt on 
his map as we understand the workings were inaccessible 
when, the map was made. We have however , 1 sketchedon the 
map the approximate location of the drifts. 


As we have no way of determining bow much of the mine 
woi'kings are caved we have based our estimate on the 
assumption that all workings we explore must be cleaned 
out and timbered. 


The total estimated cost of opening 760 feet of crosscut 
and main drifts., including the coat of building and re-
pairing made, purchasing, transporting and Installing 
mine equipment, laying surface pipe lines, erecting 
buildings, and rehabilitating the property in general, 
which must be done before the underground work can be 
started, is *55,119.118. 


Construction of buildings 
(Bee answer to Question 6) 


Equipment to be purchased	
S 


(see answer to Question 7) 
Mine labor and superintendent, etc., 5 months 


(see, answer to Question 8) 
Geologist, part time, Li months  $2009 mo. 
Materials and supplies 


(see answer to Question 9) 
Parts. for mine equipment, etc. 
Assaying 
Hauling equipment and supplies 
Office supplies 
General expenses


Totsl cost of project


$ 5,233.l 


S 12080100j 
2li67li.65 


800.00 
5,265.32 


2,505.00
.300.00


1,500.00
21 • 00


1,800.00 
1559- 11  


(b) The time required to start the project and comete it 
will be eight months.
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Minerals Production & 
Processing Company, 
Harrison Mine, YOU Co., 
Calif. 


5. List of installations on Harrison Property. The equipwo 
ment, however, will not be used under an exploration 
pro 3eot. 


l-6'xlll' oil tank	
'0 


1 • Wooden frame building (housing plant) partially dismantled 
1 6 N x 90 Riadon Iron Works Blake type crusher 
1 Alite..Ohalmers 10 HP motor 
1 Flat pulley on counter shaft • drive pulley for rook crusher 
1 Troughtng conveyor feeder 11 1 x 16 mounted on channel 


Iron frame,' head and tail pulley and.3 rolls. (Belt worn out) 1 +4 x W. Sorooto Rotary Kiln with fire and feed on upper end. 
Kiln Is driven by a 10 HP Allis..Ohalmera motor, with V belt 
drive to Rober gear reducer, with spear gear to kiln. 


1 - American Blower connected to dust cyclone, on lover end 
of kiln. Discharge of blower Is 	 x 14 1 . . Dust cyclone 
Is 10' high by	 in dta. 


1 Condenser system, 9 complete units,' 	 plates, mounted 
0 on ID frame 
- 9$ x 15 redwood tank 


1 Iron Chimney 0 


1 , Hoeing table	 '0 


13 Mercury pot.	 '	
0 


1 Power unit, gasoline engine (3unk), 
1 - Gardner 6 x 6 air compressor (junk) old) 
1 Dretort	


0 	 - 


Note: All units in the plant are in good shape., except 
the power unit & compressor 


Other equipment on the property consists of the remains 
of a Scott furnace, several D..retorts, an air receiver, 
nd several frame buildings that are beyond repair.







Minerals Production & 
Processing Company, 
Harrison Mine, Yolo Co., 
Calif. 


6. Buildings to be erected on property: 


Blacksmith Shop & Timber Framing Shed 
111' x 201


10
 wooden frame and. aluminum 


sheeting, with labor and supervision 
coats Included $	 866.58 


Compressor Room	 Vi' x 20 1 , Wooden 
frame and aluminum sheeting, with 
labor and supervision oots included • 9274,33 


Office & Storage Room	 12	 x 18' 
wooden frame and aluminum sheeting, 
complete with drafting board	 desk, 
heater, and labor and supervision 
costs £nolud.ed 1,638.60 
Change Room	 10' x 12 1 , wooden frame 
and aluminum sheeting, complete with 
hot water heater, heater, plumbing, etc., 
and labor and supervision coats included 1,800.93


Total -	 $5,233.114 


Labor coat of erecting the above buildings is 
figured at 60% of the material cost (building 
contractor's estimate) 
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Minerals Production & 
Processing Company, 
Harrison Mine, Yolo Co., 
Calif. 


7. Equipment: 


(a) Rental of Catdozer, with operator, fuel. 
and maintenance (for 30 days) (contract) - 


(b) Late model Chevrolet 3600 truck l-2
ed 


3oh, 
Ulatb) 


I-R 365 ou.tto compressor, diesel driven 


Sullivan Mucking machine 


1 -	 x 10* air. receiver-


5 - 1 ton ore cars (end dump) S $100.00 
per car - 


53 Ton 160 rail  $ioo.00 per ton 


Fish plates (for 16# rail) - 


Track bolts	 N 


1 - Gardner-Denver D55 Jackhammer 


1 Utility blacksmith forge - 


1.. 150# anvil - 


1 - Bench vice 


1-Pipe vice-


1 - Acetylene welding outfit - 


1 - Soldering torch - 


Total -


$ 1,182.72 


3311750 


11,120.00 


2,317.50' 


257.50 


5l5e00 


566450 
15.115' 


20 • 6o 
1511.50 


51.50 


30.90 


15.115 
1511.50 


15.115 


$12 . 0,80100s
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Minerals Production & 
Processing Company, 
Harrison Nine. 0 Yole 
California. 


8.
Labor and Supervision: 


1 General Superintendent  $500600 
per month 


1 Mine Foreman & Master Mechanic S 
per month 


1 Mine Accountant S $330.00 
per month - 


L Timbermen rate $1.60 per hour 
(371.20 per month) 


2 Mucking machine operators rate $1.6 60 per 
hour (371.20 per month) 


2 Trammere .. rate $1.50 per hour 
(3148.00 per month) 


1 Surface man (timber framer & compressor 
maintenance) rate $1.50 per hour, 
(31480 00. per month) 


Compensation insurance 4. per month 
(estimated.) 


Total per month


Gross Earnings 
- per month± 


500-1000 


400.00 


350.00 


1 14814 . 80 


712.4o 


696.00 


348.00


* 11,521.20


1413.73


$ 1i934.93 


Geologist (part time) $200.00 per month
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Processing Company, 


Harrison Mine, Yolo Go., 
Calif. 
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9, Materials & Supplies: 


Item 


9312 bd.ft. 6 x 6 . timber ó $80000 - 


18000 bd.ft, lagging e $80000-' 


964 bd.ft.x60 $80.00 (for ties) 


500 mine wedges  leØ 


2 kegs. - Nails • $k.00 '. 


2410' 20 Pipe 0 0510 per foot 


960'	 l' Pipe s.24Ø per foot 


760'	 8' vent pipe  .250 per toot 


Misc. 1'&2' pipe fittings 
1 set 7/8' hex. Jackhammer-steel 


1 .' Oiler 


Z &o z, . ' Jackbits S .450 each.. 


200 o1 0 1Air hose e •60 per ft. - 


2001 j' Water hose S 050 per ft. 


Misc, air & water- hose connections 


100 lbs. Track spikes (for l6# rail.) 


lwjimcrow.. 


2 -	 Crosscut saws - 


2.. Nine axes —


2— Wrecking bars-


1 Combination square 


1 - 100 Steel tape 


5 Scaling bare 0 $5.00 each -


COst 


$ 767.31 


1,83.20 


79.,, 


20.60 


92.70 


(new)
	


1,265.97 
0
	


299.52 


Or,
	


195.70 


61.80 


(now)
	


17.93 


(new)
	


22,w,25 


N
	


123.60 


a	 103.00 


25.75 
N
	 41* 20 


155 


(new) 
N
	


8.Zi9 


N
	


5.30 


N
	


1.0 


N
	


10.88 


25 • 75
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Min1e Production & 
Processing Company, 
garrison Mine, Yolo Co., 
Calif. 


9. Materials & Supplies: 


Item Coe 


2 14 0 Stilleon wrenches .. (new) *	 5.92 


- 12.58 


3 240 N 	 - 15.91. 


1 Heavy duty pipe cutter N 9.28 


1 dos.	 Drifting picks 0 $105 N 16.69 


1 dos.	 Drifting pick handles 0 $1.30 N 16.07 


1 dos.	 Round point shovels .0 $3.25 - 40.17 


idos. Round point shovel handles S $1.45 I' 17.92 


3 12# Hammers S $4.95 - 15.30 


3 - 8# Rom	 re 043*9500 12.21 


3 dos.	 Single3ack hammers S $3015 I 196117 


1 dos. - Singlejack handles 0 660$ I 7.42 


1 dos. - Sledge handles S $1025 150115 


l.Adge— N 5.61 


ShoDTools.* 


Misc, blacksmith tools (hammers 	 tongs, etc.) 25.75 


1 Hacksaw frame (new) 2.01 


6 dos.	 Hacksaw blades 0 6923 


6 dos.	 Files (various types ) . 54.04 


1 29 piece socket set 27.55 


I 6 piece set open end wrenches N 11.83 


1 8 0 Crescent wrench— $ 1.60 


1 u.12	 II U 2.914 
N	 N	 - N 455 


1 ..18	 N	 0	 - N 7.41
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MiflOrale Production & 
Processing Company., 
Harrison Mine- Tolo Oo., 
Calif. 


9. Shop Tools, continued 


Item 


1 Machtniete screwdriver 


1 General purpose screwdriver 


Carpenter's Tools: 


1 • Steel square 


1 • Ratchet bit brace 


7 Wood bite, size 1/8 to..1/2 


2 Claw hammers - 


1 . Aluminum level - 


1 Crosscut hand saw 


l Rip Saw -


1 .. Z piece chisel set 


1 General, purpose plane 


Misc. stock


Total


cost 


(new)	 $	 478 


I	 •93 


(new) 


$5
	


6.80 
I
	


6.90 
$5
	


6.53 
N
	


9.12 
I
	


7.73 
Is
	


7.16 
I
	


5.13 
I
	


10.25 


164,680 


$592650.12 


Other Items: 


Parts for mine equipment and truck, overhauling 
mine equipment and truck in outside shops diesel 
fuel, gasoline, oils and greases 


Assaying - At least 100 Mercury determinations 
0$3.00 each 


Hauling equipment and supplies to mine 


Office Supplies 


General Expense


2,505.00 


300.00 


1,500.00 


1,800.00







Minerals Production & 
Processing Oopany, 
Harrison Mine, Yolo Co., 
Calif. 


10.
(a) We are prepared to invest twenty-of tve per cent of 


$,l19. Z19, the total coat of the pr65ect. 


(b) Yes 


11. Before deciding upon the Harrison quicksilver-Mine 
we investigated other quicksilver properties and 
deposits in California and Nevada; but from Inform-
ation given us by reliable men Who formerly worked 
In the Lower January tunnel of the Harrison, we 
believe that the property has more chance of. be- 
coming a productiVe mine than the others we examined. 
These men state that ore exists in the lowet drifts 
of the mine, particularly, in the BE drift in the 
No. 1 ore tone, and that ore continued below the 


level. 


It is reported that in the past the Harrison Mine 
was worked intermittently by small companies, and 
individuals who did not have the necessary capital 
to develop tk mine; and on numerous occasions a 
drop.tn the price of mercury shut the mine down. 


We are convinced that sufficient capital and 
efficlOnt management will prove that the known 
Harrison orebodies contain commercial ore".and 
that new orebodies will be discovered.







FojF-1O3	 UNITF STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INT ' R 	 Budget Bureau No. 42—R1035.1. 
(Reii	 1951)


FENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATIO 


MF-103. Should Be Filed With General Technical Data Form MF-100 


Not To Be Filled in by Applicant 
:	 APPITOATTATSJ 1'AR A111 T'AP AN	 T11 1 ?T iJu,lteL, INO. 


Metal or Mineral ----------------------------------------
Date Received 
Amount$ -------------------------------------------------- 


DEFENSE I'IWIJUU'I'IUN ACI' UI' 1U	 Participation (Government %)
/ 


Minerals Production & Processing	 Name and 
address of Company	 applicant 


l No.Virginia St., 
Reno, Nevada. 


L Address Correspondence to 	 I	 Date 


Mr. Oscar A. Gte8e, 
55 Montecito M.,Wlnut Creek -Calif .	 - 


If you have already filed MF-100, give date filed ---------------------------------, type of assistance requested 


DMA Docket Number (if available) 


INSTRUCTIONS 


'PLORATIO..N PROJECT PURSUANT TO 


MINERAL ORDER 5, UNDER 


Read Mineral Order 5, Regulations Governing Government 
Aid in Defense Projects, before completing this application. 
Submit four copies each, of the signed application form, Gen-
eral Technical Data Form MF-100, and answers to questions 
as specified, to Defense Minerals Administration, Department 
of the Interior, Washington 25, D. C., or to the nearest field 
executive office thereof, with your name and address on each 
sheet of the application and all accompanying papers. If you


have previously filed MF-100, it is not necessary to file it 
again. However, you should indicate in space provided above. 
the type of assistance previously applied for (loans, procure-
ment contracts, etc.) and DMA Docket Number, if available. 
When a question is inapplicable it should be so stated in the 
form. Additional sheets should be attached in answering any 
questions or in supplying additional information. IF . YOU 
CANNOT ANSWER A QUESTION, SO STATE. 


1. (a) Give .a description of the real property that will be in any way involved in the exploration project, including any existing 
mine or operating property. 


(b) If you are not the owner of the property, submit a copy of the lease, purchase option, or other agreements under which 
you are authorized to operate the property with each copy of your application.	 - 


(c) Give the legal description of the exact parcel, plot, or area upon which the exploration is to be conducted. 


NOTE: (1) If both areas are the same, so state. The only obligation to repay the Government is from the net earnings 
from any commercial discovery made in the area specified in (c) above in which the exploration is to be con-
ducted, and the dxpençliture of funds which may be charged as costs of the project must be limited to that 
area or to work necessary to perform the exploration in that area. 


(2) If applicant is not the owner of the property or if there are any liens or encumbrances against the property, 
copy of agreements of claimants, lienors, encumbrances, and lessors subordinating their interests in the prop-
erty to the interest of the Government under the Exploration Project Contract will be required for attach-
ment to the Contract. 


2.. (a) What metals or minerals do you expect to find? 


(b) Furnish statement of the geologic features of your property, giving type of ore deposit and reasons for expecting to find 
commercial ore bodies. Illustrate with maps or sketches. If you have a geologic or engineering report, or assay maps 
showing width and grade, please send them with application, stating whether or not you wish to have them returned. 


16-64067-2







The information requested ii uestions 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 below should. swered specifically and in detail, askhis 
information will be attached to and incorporated as part of the Exploration Project Contract, if such contract is entered into 
with you by the Government. 


ANSWER EACH QUESTION ON SEPARATE SHEETS OF PAPER AND SUBMIT A COPY OF EACH ANSWER 
FOR EACH COPY OF YOUR APPLICATION. 


3. (a) Describe fully the pro-posed work and give the total cost of the project. 


(b) State the time required to start the project and to complete it. 


4. Submit a map or sketch of the property involved showing a plan , (and cross section, if needed) of the present mine workings 
and the location of the proposed exploration work as related to geologic features, such as contacts, veins, ore-bearing beds, etc. 


5. Furnish an 'itemized list of existing facilities, buildings, installations, and fixtures with a statement, of the cost' of any neces-
sary rehabilitationor repairs to put into useful and operable condition. 	 . 


6. Furnish a detailed list of additional facilities, buildings, and fixtures to be purchased, installed, or erected by you, with the esti- 
mated cost of teach .item ,	 .	 . 


7. Furnish a detailed list of operating equipment, separated into items to be— . 


(a) Rented 


(b) Purchased 


(c) Furnished by you 


with the rental, purchase price, or depreciation of each item, as the case may be, to be charged as a cost of the project. 


8. Furnish an itemized schedule of labor, by numbers and classes (miners, muckers, etc.) and of supervisors by numbers and 
- positions, with the maximum wages or salaries to be paid to each.. 


9. Furnish a detailed list with estimated cost of each item for materials, supplies, engineering, assaying, accounting, power, 
water, utilities, and any Dther items not provided for above. 


10. (a) How much are you prepared to invest in the proposed project? 


(b) Is this amount sufficient to pay your part of the cost of the project, in accordance with the regulations on Government 
participation (Sec. 9 of MO-5)? 


11. State any conditions or circumstances regarding the property not sufficiently brought out by the foregoing questions. 


CERTIFICATION 


The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on its behalf, hereby certify that the information con-
tained in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete to the best of their knowledge and belief. 


Minerals 


-


Production  Processing --Co* ,	 y 
(Name of company)	 '	 ,	 ,	 (Signature of authorized official) 


acar A. Giese 


November 1 1951, 	 Secretary 
(Date)	 .	 (Title) 


Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any department or agency 
of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction.


I.J. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE	 16-64067-2
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Minerals Prod.uctinn & 
Processing Company, 
Harrison Mine, Yolo Co., Calif. 


1. (a) The N.W. of the N.W.* of Sec. 36, Township 12 North, 
Range 5 West, M.D.M. (except for about 8 acres which is 
included in what is commonly known as the Soda Spring 
Mine) containing 32 acres more or less. 


The East I or the N.E.*• of Section 35, Township 12 North, 
Range-5 West, M.D.M. containing 80 acres more or less; 
and a small adjoihing parcel of land on which is located 
a spring of water, and being described as follows: 


BEGINNING at the$.E. corner of the N.E. of said Section 
35, thence North 500', thence West 200 1 , thence South 
500' and thence East 200' to the place of beginning. 
Containing 2 acres more or less. 


(b) A copy of the lease is submitted with each copy of our 
application. 


(c) Exploration will be confined to the Harrison Mine which 
Is a part of the real property described in (a). 


2. (a) Mercury 


(b) Refer to report by Frederick D. Hanson, E.M. 


Refer to map by Paul Averitt &. G. Donald Eberlein. USGS 


No assay maps showing width and grade have been found. 


/
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MINERAL LEASE AND OPTION 


THIS AGREEMENT, made the first day of September, 1951, by 


and between VERNE W. HARRISON, VINCE L. HARRISON.-MADGE 3. 


HARRISON, and RUBY A. SNIDER, hereinafter called the parties of 


the first part, and MINERALS PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING COMPANY, 


hereinafter called the party of the second part. 


E8SET1 


THAt whereas, the parties of the first part are the owners 


and in possession of that certain property, commonly known as the 


Harrison Mine, hereinafter described, and are willing to lease 


the same; and 


WHEREAS, the party of the second part is willing to lease 


work and develop the same, upon the terms and conditions herein-


after stated. 


NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the payment of the 


royalty hereinafter provided, and of the faithful and timely per-


formance by the party of the second part of the conditionø, cov-


enants and agreements hereinafter contained, the parties of the 


first part do hereby lease and let for mining purposes unto the 


party of the second part all that certain real property, situate 


in the County of Yolo, State of California, and particularly 


described as follows, to wit: 


The N.W. of the N.W. of Sec. 36, Township 12 North 
Range 5 West, M.D.M. (except for about 8 acres which is 
included in what le commonly known as the Sods Spring 
Mine) containing 32 acres more or less.







..	 . 


The East 3 of the N.E
i
 of Section 35, Township 12 


North, Range 5 West., D.M. containing 80 acres more or 
less; and a small ad1oin1tg parcel of land on which is 
located a spring of water, and being described, as follows: 


BEGINNING at the S.E. corner of the N.E. j of said 
Section 35, thence North 500 0 , thence West 200 0 , thence 
South 500' and thence East 200' to the place of beginning. 
Containing 2 acres. more or lees, 


for the term commencing September 1, 1951 and ending September 1, 


1961, for a period of ten (10) yea. 


The parties of the first part hereby grant to the party 


of the second part an option to extend the terms of this lease 


for an additional period often (10) yearn, to commence at the 


expiration of the term heretn granted, upon the same terms and 


conditions as herein stated. In the event the party of the second 


part shall fail to give the parties of the first part a written 


notice of election to exercise this option for a ten-year extension 
of this lease within ninety days. prior to the expiration hereof, 


this option shall become null and void. 


MINERALS PRODUCTION AND. PROCESSING COMPANY, the party of 


the second part, shall pay to the parties of the first part within 
five (5) days after receipts or returns are received prom the 
burning, milling or disposition of Mercury or other precious 


metal, obtained from said property, and from each shipment of 


Mercury or other precious metals, Seven and one-halt per cent 
(70) of the gross proceeds obtained from said property as a 


royalty. The party of the second part shall make any and all 


royalty payments to the Bank of America, Lower L&ke, State of 
California, and shall send duplicate deposit slips to Verne .W. 
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Harrison, Lower Lake, Clifornta, or to any other person th4 may 


be designated by the parties of the first part. 
It is further mutually covenanted and agreed that when 


the party of the second part commences ruining operations that the 
party of the second part shall pay to the parties of the first 
part a minimum royalty of not less than One Hundred Dollars 
($100600) per month, commencing six months after date hereof. 


Payments to be made on the first day of each month. 


And it is further mutually covenanted and agreed as a prt 


Of the terms and conditions of this agreement as follows: 


1. The party of the second part shall have six (6) months 
from the date hereof to do such examination and exploratory work 
as may be desired, free from any and all obligations, 


26 The parties of the first part agree that the party of 
the second part may enter upon said mines or premises and work the 
same, in & manner necessary to good and economical mining, 00 as 
to take out the greatest unt of commercial ore possible, with 


due regard to the safety, development and preservation of the said 
premises as a workable mine,. 


3. Beginning March 1, 1952 the party of the second part 
shall employ at least five (5) men working twenty-five (25) •hifta 
to the man each calendar month. 


4. The party of the second part shall promptly pay all 


bills incurred for labor or materials, or other purposes in connec-
tion with working of said mining property, and shall poet and keep 
Posted such notices of non-responsibility as may be furnished to 
him by the parties of the first part. 


5. The party of the second part agrees to insure so as to 
-3-
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protect the parties of the first part against all liability for 


accident or death under the Workmen's Compensation Act, 
6. All work dDne by the party of the second part shall be 


performed in a good, minerlike manner, and in accordance with the 


laws of the State of California, and the lawful orders of the 


State Mine Inspector, and other dul onatituted agencies of 
said State. 


70 The party of the second part shall keep full and accu*ate 
account and records of all development work performed upon said 


property, and all ores and mineral products taken therefrom, and 


disposed of by the party of the second part, and shall afbrd the 


parties of the first part free access to all mine workings as 
long as this does not interfere in any way with the operation of 
said property. The parties of the first part shall have the right 
to be present at any and all cleanups. 


8. The party of the second part shall furnish the parties 


of the first part, at their request, copies of all maps, geological 
reports, assay certificates and all data, including the results 
of any diamond drilling upon said property. 


9. The parties of the first part agree that all equipment 


and tools brought to or placed upon said pre"isea by the party of 


the second part shall not become fixtures; but shall remain the 


property of the party of the second part; provided that such re-


moval shall be made within thirty (30) days from the abandonment, 


forfeiture or expiration of this lease, and If not so removed shall 


become a part of the realty. All buildings and structures on the







surface and timber in place underground shall become a part of the 
realty. 


10.	 The parties of the first part agree that they will 
pay all taxes that are now due upon said property, and to pay be-


fore delinquency all taxes that hereinafter may be levied upon or 


assessed against said real property. The party of the second part 


agrees that he will pay before delinquency all taxes that may 


hereinafter be levied upon or assessed against any personal prop-


erty on said premtsee. 


11. The parties of the first part hereby grant to the party 


of the second part an easement for road purposes over and across 
their lands so that the party of the second part in conducting 
operations contemplated by the agreement, shell have a convenient 
Way. to travel between the said premises and Knoxville, and between 


the said premises and Lower Lake, sn d also an easement for the 


purpose of convoying water for use in the operation of the plant, 


mine and for domestic purposes, and the further right to use and 


occupy said premises for the purposes of storing and maintaining 


equipment, housing the se, and erecting buildings necessary for 
the conduct of the business and for the purpose of dumping ore 
and minerals. 


12. The parties of the first part hereby grant to the 


party of the second part, easements over the real property to 
lay and maintain pipe lines to convey water; and the p*rty of the 
second part hereby grants to the parties of the first part the 


right of grazing stock upon and driving stock over said real prop-
erty, but without risk or liability to the party of the second 
part. The party of the second part may fence oft land unused by 
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the parties of the first part to keep livestock away from any 


dangerous area. 


13. In the event ore is not found in paying quantities or 


In the event ore that is profitable to mine should become ex-
hausted, the party of the second part shall have the right to 


abandon the property and this lease and option 'shall be at an end 
and of no further force or effect, 


14. In theèvent title defectA should exist, the parties of 


the first part agee to cure such defects wtthin a reasonable time 


and at their own eenee.	 - 


15. The partf ' of the second part shall have the right to 
assign this lease and option to others, who shall also be bound 
thereby. If the party of the second part violates or ta1a to 
comply with any of the provisions hereof, then, and in that event, 
this lease shall terminate, and all rights •t the party of the 
second part hereunder shall cease, and all payments heretofore 


made hereunder shall be retained by the parties of the first part 


as full compensation as rental for the use and occupancy of said 


property, as the consideration for which this agreement is exe-
cuted and as liquidated damages. 


16. The party of the second part agrees to keep the property 
free and clear of all liens, attachments and encumbrances of any 
kind, and to that end the parties of the first part may post, file
and record the proper notices, giving notice to all persons of 


the ownership of the parties of the first part, and the proteo-
tion by him of all liens and claims of all persons. 
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17. In case of default in any provision herein contained by 


the party of the second part, the parties of the first part shall 


notify Said party of the second part, in writing, of such default, 


and should the party of the second part fail or refuse to cure 


such default within thirty (30) days After the receipt or such 


notice, then the parties of the first part shall have the right 
to cancel this agreement by notice in writing. 


Such termination shall not relieve the party of the second 


Part from his obligation to pay all sums accrued and payable by 


the perty of the second part to the parties of the first part at 
the time of such termination; And the party of the second part 
upon any such termination, shall execute a quit claim deed, quit.. 
claiming to the partiec of the first part any interest that the
Party of the second part may have acquired in the said premises. 


18. This lease and option shall bind and inure to the 


benefit of the heirs, executors, administrators and assigns of all 
parties hereto. 


TINE SHALL BE THS ESSENCE OF THIS AaREEMNT, 


IN WITNESS WH.EO? the parties have hereunto set their 


hands and seals this day and year first above written. 
jSRd.) Verne W, 


V'RNE W. HARRXSON 
V	 J int . Harrison PiOE L.	 I8W1 
Mad e &T - Harrison 


(3d.) Ruby a. SniderRUBY A, SNIDER 


Parties of the First Part


MINERALS PRODUCTION AND 
PROCESSING COMPANY, 
A Corooratton 


(Sgd.)
.. Giese 


OSCAR A. GIESE, Secretary 


Party of the Second Part 
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PRELIMINARY, REPORT
HAR1ISON QUICKSILVER MINE 


KNOXVILLE DISTRICT 
CALIFORNIA 


FOREWORD 


The purpose of this examination was to determine if the 
geologic set-up of the Harrison Property justifies its explo 
ration, Since the underground workings are entirely inaccessible 
an opinion must be basbd on observable surface geologic features 
on the property itself, on its position in the district relative 
to the more productive mines and the geologic features which 
localized them, and on available literature. 


My conclusions are based on field woHt at the property 
and In the district on Sept. 24th and 25th 1951 and on a study 
Of the maps and reports by Mr. Paul-Averitt of die USGS as pub-
lished in the California Journal of Mines and Geology, Vol. il, 
No. 2, April 1945. It is recommended tht this publication be 
available when this report te read.. 


CONCLUSIONS 


It is my opinion-..baeed on 
that the Harrison Property merits 
ploratton program which would be a 
government loan or loans,


the oritetia mentioned above-..-
a cautious, step-by-step ex. 
legitimate project for a 


RECOMMENDATIONS 


The first step should be the re-opening of the Lower 
January tunnel, It can then be determined if early production 
can be expected or if new exploration and development is needed. 
Since it cannot be foretold in advance if such work is justified, 
whether it can best be accomplished by diamond drilling or by 
underground workings, or the footage of such work required and 
Its location, it would seem advisable to restrict the loan 
application to the funds required for the tunnel re-opening and 
associated work. The program would be as follows: 


1. Rental of bulldozer to repair bad stretches of the 
present road, and to construct the short segments necessary to 
allow trucks to rech the portal of the Lower January tunnel and 
the mill. Possible subsidiary work to secure enough flat ground 
near the portal for the compressor and necessary shop and storage 
housing. Prospecting trenches across the ore zones beyond the 
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limit. or underground workings. Replece the old pipe line from 
the spring to the lower January tunnel. 


2. Reopening of the 360 foot Lower January tunnel, the 
main drift on the ore zones and such connecting workings as seem 
essential because of geological indications or operating neôee•ei-
ties. This work would involve the purchase or a compressor, mucking 
machine, mine care, rail, pipe, timber., tools,, a truck, etc. 


16 Such minor workings and timbering as are needed to 
adequately expose for examination and sampling any ore showings 
and promising leads which are exposed in the re-opened workings. 


4. Appraisal of the results of the above work to determine 
If additional exploration and/or development is justified or 
needed, and if so, whether it can beat be done by underground 
workings, underground diamond drilling, surface diamond drilling, 
or new openings. 


PROPERTY 


The Harrison Property ia boated in the Knoxville Mining 
District ih Tobo and Naps counties, California. It is situated 
In Tell N,, R.5 W., and consists of the E of the NE of Sec., 
the NW* of the NW of 8eo.6, except r about 8 acres con-
stituting the Soda Springs prospect, and a reotangzlar parcel of 
500 N and B and 200' E and W located In the BE corner of Sec.26. 
All this is contiguous and totals U? to 118 acres. 


ACCESS


The property 3ee about 3/Li mile north of the county road 
between Lower Lake and Monticello at a point about 2j miles NW 
of Knoxville and 17+ miles SE of Lower Lake. At present a oar 
can be driven to within a few minutes walk of the workings, but 
the open pit of the last operation has destroyed a short eagment 
of the road so that from 100 to 200 yards of new road is needed 
to connect with the road to the portal of the Lower January 
tunnel. A minor amount of repair is also needed on the intact 
portions. 


OWNERSHIP 


The mine is owned and/or controlled by Verne and Vince 
Harrison of Lower Lake and vicinity. I have not examined the 
lease or purchase agreement. 


FACILITIES 


Former operations depended on a spring on the Small parOel 
of land in See. 26. The flow of the spring was not determined, 
but can be presumed to be sufficient for compressor cooling and 
drilling purposes.
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Electric power for furnace and permanent plant can be 
secured by about 3700 feet of power line. 


Equipment on the property includes a 50 ton rotary furnace 
with accessory condensers fans, etc. This plant seems to have 
had little use and to be in good shape. 


Other items noted were' an air receiver, several D.. retorts, 
one of which is in good shape, and several frame buildings in 
bat repair near the portal of the Lower January tunnel. 


5I8T0R


The recorded production of the Harrison Mine through 193 
is given as 345 flaiks. Total production is allotted, to three 
periods of activity, as follows: . 


I. A small *nrecorded production prior to 1900. 


2. 263 flasks during World War I period of 1917 9 1918 and 
1919. A concentrating plant was in operation during this period, 
but the production also includes that from retorted high-grade. 
Most of the underground work was done during this period. 


3. '82 flasks (plus a 'few unrecorded flasks) in the period 
1936 to 1940, inclusive. Most of the ore came from the open pit; 
it is said that no underground work was done. 
DISTRICT QEQWGY 


The following account is taken largely from Kr. Averitt's 
report or interred from his maps and descriptions. My own obeer- 
vatiOne are limited to the Harrison Property to a walk from that 
property to the county read below the Reed Mine, and to a "cir-
cumnavigation 0 of the district by auto. 


The backbone of the district is a large dike-like mass of. 
serpentine from 3/4 to 33/4 miles wide which extends across the 
district in a bread curve convex to the . NE. The serpentine th- 
eludes large and small inclusions of the Franciscan formation, 
and is encased in sediments of the Knoxville formation of'Juraseo-
Cretaoeoue age. Near the north end of the district the serpentine 
outcrop 'widens to the NE by about 1* miles as a series of irregular 
but more or lees connected and parallel bodies. The Reed Nine---
the northernmost in the distriøt--ts located along the NE contat 
of the easternmost and 1rgest of these subordinate serpentine 
masses. At the south end of the Reed the serpentine and the 
minerali zed fault tons which follows its contact terminate along 
an EW fault. The mineralized fault zone reappears about 3/4 
mile to the west on the Harrison Property, . but is here along the 
WE contact of the westernmost of the subordinate serpentine 
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bodies and itea about j mile least of the'matn arcuate mane. The 
Harrison serpentine tapers out to the SE, but the fault v no 
continues through the Mathattn property with Franciscan formation 
on Its west side, but is largely covered by Tertiary volcanice 
consisting of basaltic f1ows.M tufts and rhyolitto tufts, 
Bessitto dikes and necks are 1eo exposed. The fault zone re.. 
joins the serpentine contact bout 3 miles above the Knoxville 
Mine, near which it makes a rather sharp bend to a more NW 
strike * Except for the cxea faulUng bounding the upthrust 
slice in which the Knoxville tine is located the fault zone is 
continuous from the Knoxville to beyond. the Harrison where it is offset eastward to the Reed Mine. Ignoring this offset it may 
be said that all of the minesof the district except the Red 
Elephant are located along thq fault zone which follows the NE 
contact of the serpentine maso as a whole. 


The area between the e*rpentine and a. line drawn between 
the Reed and Knoxville Mines fjorms a roughly triangular shaped 
sedimentary re-entrant or embyment in which are exposed strati-
graphically lower beds of the Knoxville formation than to the 
north and south. It is also the intersection point of the NNW 
and WNW striking faults which determined the tread of the ends 
of the arcuate curve, of the X 40 to 50 W fault zone following 
the serpentine contact in ;his, area, and of NE trending faults and fractures roughly at right angles to the last mentioned set, 
Also, on the Manhattan property south of the Harrison is the 
district center of intrusion ad extrusion of Tertiary magma, 
All of these facts must be genetically related. It may be 
surmised that the uplift of the serpentine was caused by the 
Intrusion of the Tertiary magm, but that In the complex fault 
Intersection area this magma cOuld work ttsway through to the 
surface; Its propulsive power Isa thus lost, and the fault 
block was not elevated to the Same extent as thoàe outside the 
zone of magmatto hleakage,N 


The Reed. and Knoxville Mines, each Just outside of the 
limits of the embayment and attabout equal distances on each side 
of the volcanic area of Intene cross faulting undoubtedly owe 
their size to their geologic l4catton. Cross faults Were far 
enough spaced so that the horintal length of the contact fault 
zone to which the solutions wee confined was exceptionally 
large and the depth interval aqcessible to mining was tar enough 
above the magmatic source of t  solutions so that the zone of 
rich cinnabar deposition was wll developed, 


In the ibtervening Harrison-Manhattan area opposite condi-
tions prevailed conditions taoring the dispersion of the 
magma and Its mineralizing solutions, and the formation of a 
large number of relatively ama 11 orebodtes instead of big 
continuous bodies. These oondittone are: the s plitting of the 
main contact fault zone into iti leset three strands, the 
Closely spaced cross faulting, the intricately sheared serpentine, 
and the thick shale horizon betQreefl two of these strands. The 
effect of the closely spaced cross faulting is shown by the fact 
that both the basalt and the bo4tee of 0 ailica. 0arbonate rock 
or NopaliteN which forms the gahgue of the cinnabar deposits occur
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at fault Intersections as ptpltke bodies, or as relatively 
short dikes or tabular bodies boUflded by cross faults. 


The advantage of the b  continuous orebody from a devel-
opment, mining, and cost stan4point is of course undeniable, but 
this does not mean that an operation based on mining smaller 
orebodtee will not be profttale if these bodies are closely 
enough spaced, and frequent erough, and if geological guides to 
their occurrences are developed. No attempt is made here to 
explain away the vast diecrepncy between the past production 
of the Harrison Property and the Reed and Knoxville Mines, nor 
the concomitant discrepancy in the size and continuity of the 
respective bodies of 


si1tca;:,tentlality
rbonate rook. However, I do. not 


believe that the productive 	 of the Harrison Mine 
can be fairly nudged by the •ze. and number or exposed ore- 
bodies. I would exteot development to disclose a large number 
of more or Use similar bodies, , many of which would have no 
Observable expression at the oreOent surface, and might in con-
sequence be unusually rich. There would aeo be the constant 
possibility of encountering la 1rger orebodies under geologic con- 
ditions not apparent at the surfaced For instance, there is some 
reason for expecting the dip o the fault zones to flatten with 
depth.


The sizeable production 
used as an argument fb . r the Ha 
hattan production came from th 
were eroded from the Harrison 
patches. The mineral content 
but under the dispersive influ 
would seem that sufficient mus 
a large total volume of minera 
Harrison workings ire re-opens 
size, grade or continuity oft 
or still exposed*


of the Manhattan Mine cannot be 
neon since the bulk of the Mari-
surface volcanice, and these 


roperty except for a few residual 
? the extruded magma is lost, 
noes mentioned previously it 
have terminated at depth to make 


ization. Also, until the 
we do not know the frequency, 


e orebodlee extracted from them, 


GEOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT AT THE I RARRISON PROPERTY 


Two ore zones have been , exposed on the Harrison Property 
(excluding the Soda Springs própeot) both of which lie along 
the NE or hanging wall sides o parallel derpentine dikes ithich 
probably unite at the north en4 of the property. The Main, 
Footwall, or No. I ore zone follows the hangingwall of a ser-
pentine body some 600 feet wide. This is the SE tip of the 
first subordinate serpentine bdy on the NE side of the main 
mass. The contact strikes aboit N 43 W and dips about 65 degrees 
to the NE. Intense shearing. ad fracturing extends over a total 
width of perhaps 250 feet, and embraces both the serpentifle and 
the Knoxville sandstone and sh4e in its hanging wall. Avenitt' 
map shows five individual bodies of silica-carbonate rook. 
Mapped lengths average about	 reet trid 'tW 'reage width is 
perhaps 10 to 15 feet. Forstne's report in 1917 when the under-
around drifting was in progress states that the vein waafrom 
S to 15 feet wide.


-5-.
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Two of the five bodies 
face in the area of the press 
can be seen. Averitt's map 
two parallel, and probably co 
This open pit is at the SE en4 
ore zone as now exposed. Z 
irige extended beyond It to the 
Is the collar of the caved 
which is said to have connect! 
The Plant tunnel i about 80 
about 70 feet long, and had 
of the Uppe January tunnel is 
tunnel is at an elevation of l 
and in 1917 Was said to have 1 
feet to the SE. At the time o 
feet of tunnel drift was acces 
upper end of the inclined rate 
This latter tunnel Was the *at 
portal is at. an elevationof I 
Upper January tunnel. It is 3 
shown on Averitt t s map is the 
P'oratner's brief report in 191 
drifted on from this tunnel, a 
came in 1919 it can be safely 
extensively explored on this 1 
al so be safely assumed that al 
It is possible that falling pr 
this could be done.


shown by Averitt occur at the atir-
t open pit, and only small vestiges 
owe that the combined width of the 
nected bodies was about 40 feet, 
of the developed portion of the 
not know whether underground work-
SE. On the north brim of the pit 


tical shaft of some 125 feet depth 
d *ost of the underground worknga* 
set to the NW of the shaft, is 
least 80 feet of drift. The portal 
about 50 feet farther NW. This 
801 feet, is about 70 feet long, 
50 feet of drift to the NW, and 100 
Aveitt'e visit only about 70 


sible, that part leading to the 
le from the Lower January tunnel* 


0, pening of the workings. The 
60 feet 140 feet below the 


60 feet long and the only working 
Inclined raise mentioned above, 


stated that the vein was being 
hd since the. main productive period 
ssurned that the ore zone was rather 


*vel and above. Ordinarily it could 
. commercial ore was removed, but 
1.cee stopped the operation before 


The No, 2 ore zone is $ughlyparallel to the No. 1, but 
lies about 300 feet NE of the latter, along or near the hanging-  
wallof a serpentine dike about 15 feet wide. A body of silica 
carbonate rook about 50 feet 1cng and 10 feet wide (Averltt'e 
map) was exposed in the 70 foo Bat Tunnel which is about 34 
feet higher in elevation than he Lower January tunnel, and 
nearly directly above it. A mtch smaller body of silica-carbonate 
rock was exposed in the Lower 4anuary tunnel, and some cinnabar 
is indicated on parallel sheartrig. 


The rock between the tw serpentine bodies is irdicated as 
being Knoxville sandstone and halemost1y high sheared and 
gougy. The No, 2 serpentine seems to include some Knoxville 
sandstone, thus suggesting that the serpentine was intrusive into 
the Knoxville formation. This would not affect the theory that 
the main mass with its Franctecan inclusions was upthrust into 
Its present position after its rnplacement. 


The property includes a -̂engthb of some 1600 or 1'700 feet along the strike of the No. I ad  fault zones. 


The Soda Sjrtngs . fault i essentially parallel, to the No. 1 
and 2 fault zones, and lies abo.t 1000' east of the latter. The
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intervening rock seems to oontet almost entirely of shale of the Lower Knoxville formation j but the Sod* Springs outcrop of etlioa ..oarbonate rock in congomera, of the same formation, 
and this continue to the OaNV with ifltr'a1tjøø of sandstone* 
Although no signs of minerali$tlon were observed in the shale it is believed possible that t may contain ore at greater 
depth, and may exercise a 6AMMIDS influence on ore In the No. 2 ore zone. 


The conspicuous Soda 8rtñgs outorópij.e on a 8 acre 
tract not included in the preent agreement, but said to be available later it wanted, Th le workings, casually visited by 
the wrtter.neer the top of ti'e Outcrop-i..con gjat of a tunnel about 125 feet long with its prta3. at the SE end of the out- crop. Part way in, a tunnel about 5 feet lower in elevation 
converges with the main tunnel, and the two are connected with a winze..like opening. The lorot the-workings then jumps up 
about 15 feet and emerges into a shaft opening to the surface. 
The workings mentioned above trend from N 10 E to N 12 V, but 
are associated at the north ends with N 50 If shearing. The core of the mineralization is adike or vein of the nearly all-black 
a iiicao4r'bO nate rook Which conains sulfide* and cinnabar in 
email fractures, Stitfication Ad cinnabar-Iron mineralization 
has branched out on diverging fissures, and the conglomerate 
country rock is locally intensely altered to a powdery mass, particularly between co nversgtng\fractu. The average dip of 
the main vein is about 80 degres to the eat,, it seems possible 
that this outcrop lies on a ehort segment of a member of the 
NW striking system of faults, segment caught between several strands of the N 50 If faulting, Produotton has apparently come from two or three narrow veins. No particular claims are made here about this particular outcxp..ft was not even completely Inspected


* but the fault Zone it occupies may be important at greater depth. 


In general it isanttctpa 
extend to greater depth on the NO 
and possibly to. a greater depth d No. 2, Thus the poee1bIlItIes*ot even if exploration shows that Co 
portion of the No. 1 zone bottoms 
tunnel level, The only Indicatlo 
P110 of course rejects from a ban 
taming only occasional small vet was of a black and white mottled 
is believed to be lower grade tha 
to be zonally deeper, However, I 
worked in the mine have stated th 
tunnel level,,


ed that commercial ore wij 
2 ore zone than on the No. It 


n the Soda Springs zone on the 
the property are not exhausted 
ereia1 ore In the developed 


at or near the Lower January. 
n of suoh an event ae that a 


sorting operation, and eon-' O'ets and patches of cinnabar, 
nd streaked character Which 
the all . b1aok opalite, and 


understand that miners who 
It ore continued below the 


-







In conclusion it may, b retterated that my opinion that 
the exploration if the 'property may disclose a large number of 
more or lees connected., relatively small orebodies Is based on 
the presence of geological faCtors favoring the dispersion or 
splitting of the magma, and is mineralizing solutions into 
bodie& of varyng volume whoe4 cinnabar zones will occur at 
varying depths. Thus are mayoccur at depth horizons where the 
stronger intersections are oc upted. by noncommercial phaoes of 
the mineralization, or even b intrusive bodIes. The emaller 
quantity of mineralization oftbe smaller branches may be eounte-
balanced by the greater retention afforded by traps at depth as 
compared with those near the iurfaaes It must also be mentioned 
that the property suffers by Oomparloon with its unusually 
large neighbors. It it were by itself its own present showings 
would be more impressive.


rdr[i D. Hanson, Li(, 


Nov. 1, 1951 
Auburn, Calif.
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Minerals Production & 
Processing Oopany, 
Harrison Mine, YOU CO., 
Cal if. 


3. (a) We propose to open the Lower January crosscut tunnel, and 
all main drifts off this level that are in the ore zones. 
The Lower January tunnei is 360 feet long; and aöcordtng 
to statements of miners who worked on this level, there 
is approximately 400 feet of drifting on the orebodies. 
The main drifts off the level are not shown by Averitt on 
his map as we understand the workings were inaccessible 
when the map was made. We have, however, sketched on the 
map the approximate location of the drifts. 


As we have no way of determining how much of the mine 
worktnge are caved we have based our estimate on the 
anptton that all workings we explore must be cleaned 
out and timbered. 


The total etmate& cost of opening 760 feet of crosscut 
and main drifts, including the cost of building and re-
pairing roads, purchasing, transporting and installing 
mine equipment, laying surface pipe lines, erecting 
buildings, and rehabilitating the property in general, 
which nitiet be done before the underground work can b 
started, is $55,U9.48. 


Construction of buildings 
(Bee answer to Question 6) 


Equipment to be purchased 
(seanswer, 	 to Question 7) 


Mine Id r' and superintendent, etc., months 
(eee answer to Question 8) 


Geologist, part time, L& months 0 $200. 	 . 
Materials and supplies 


(see answer to Question 9) 
Parts for mine equipment, etc. 
As spying 
Eaultng equipment and supplies 
Office supplies 
General expenses


Total coat of project


* 5,233.44


l2,8Ol.O 
241674,65 


800.00 
5,265.32 


2,505.00
300.00


1,500.00
24O.00


1000000 
1755,1190 


(b) The time required to start the project and complete it 
will be eight months.







Minerals Pmducttoti & 
Processing Cotnpany, 
Harrison Mine, Yolo Cc., 
Calif. 


1.	 See 4Averttt 1 s Map attached
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Minerals Pmduotioh & 
Processing Conipany, 
Harrison Mine, Yolø Co., 
Calif. 


5 • Lie t' of installations on Harrison Property. The equip-
ment, however, will not be used under an exploration 
project. 


1 - 6' x 14' oil tank 
1 - Wooden frame building (housing plant) partially dismantled 
1 - 6 x 911 Rtedor Iron Works Blake type crusher 
1 - Allis-Chalmers 10 HP motor 
1 - Flat pulley on counter shaft - drive pulley for rook crusher 
1 - Troughing conveyor feeder - 11 , x 16" mounted on channel 


Iron frame, head and tail pulley and 3 rolls. (Belt worn out) 1 - ku' x 2+' Borocto Rotary Kiln, with fire and feed on upper end. 
Kiln is driven by a 10 HP Allis-Chalmers motor, with V belt 
drive to Rober gear reducer, with spear gear to kiln. 


1 - American Blower connected to duet cyclone, on lower end 
of ktln. Discharge of blower is 9 t x 14'. Dust cyclone 
Is 10' high by 3' in dia. 


I - Condenser system, 9 complete units, " plates, mounted 
on ID frame 


I - 9' x 15 redwood tank 
1 - iron Chimney 
I Hoeing table 


13 - Mercury pots 
1 - Power unit,, gasoline engine (junk) 
1 Gardner 6 x 6 air compressor (very o34) 
1 - D-retort 


Note:	 All units in the plant are in good shape, except 
the power unit & compressor


Other equipment on the property consite of the remain8 
of a .Scott furnace, several D-retorts, an air receiver, 
and several frame buildings that re beyond repair. 







Minerals Production & 
Processing Company, 
Harrison Mine, Yolo Co., 
Calif. 


6. Buildings to be erected on property: 


Blacksmith Shop & Timber Framing Shed 
14' x 20', wooden frame and aluminum 
sheeting, with labor and supervision 
coats included - S 


Compressor Room 14 1 20' wooden 
frame and aluminum sheeting, with 
labor and supervision costs included - 


Office & Storage Room - 12 1 x 18' 
wooden frame and aluminum eheting. 
complete with drafting board, desk, 
heater, and labor and supervision 
costa included - 


Change Room - 10' x 12', wooden frame 
and aluminum shooting, ebaplete with 
hot water heater, heater, plumb,lumbing ., etc., 
and. labor and supervision costs included


$ 866e" 


927.33 


1,638. 6o 


1,800.93 


Total -	 $5,233.i 


Labor cost of erecting the above buildings is 
figured at 60% of the material cost (building 
contractor's estimate)
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Minerals Produottof & 
Processing Company, 
Harrison Mine, Yolo Co., 
Calif. 


?. Equipment: 


(a) Rental of Cat-dozer, with operatorfuel 
and maintenance (for. 30 days) (contract) 


(b) Late model Chevrolet 3600 truck, l-2job, 
(flatbed) - 


i-R 365 ou.fto compressor, diesel driven - 
Sullivan Mucking machine.. 


1 4 1 x lo t air receiver 


5 - 1 ton ore care (end dump) 0 $100.00 
per ear - 


$ Ton 16# rail 0 $100000 per ton - 
Fish plates (for 16# rail) 
Track bolts	 N 


1 - Gardner-Denver D55 jackhammer - 


I - Utility blacksmith forge 


1 150# anvil 


1 Bench vice 


1 -Pipe vice - 


1 Acetylene welding outfit - 


1 Soldering torch -


$ 1,182.72 


39347,50


11,120.00


2,317.50


257.50 


515.00 


66.o 


20.60 
1511.50 


51.50 


30.90 


36.05 


15.45 
1511.50 


15.45 


Total	 *l2,801.0,
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Minerals Production & 
Px'oceeatng Company, 
Harrison Mine, Y010 Oo., 
California. 


8..
Labor end Superviaton:	 Gross Zarnings 


I General 3uperinterent a .3500000. 
per month 


1 Mine Foreman & Master Mechanic a 
per month 


I Mine Accountant 0 *350000 
per month 


J Ttmbermen rate $1.6o per hour 
(71,20 per month) 


2 Mucking machine operators - rate $1.60 per 
hour (371.20 per month) - 


2 ?raere - rate $1.50 per hour 
(348.00 per month) 


1 Surface man (timber framer & compressor 
maintenanoe).rate $1.50 per hour, 
(348.00 per month) 


Compensation Insurance . per month 
estimated) 


Total per month


500.00


110O.O0


350.00


I 's 484* 80


742,40


696.00 


348000


$ 4,521.20


1113,73


$ 1109311.93 


Geologiat (part time) $200.00 per month







Minerals Production & 
Processing Company, 


Harrison Mine, Yolo Co., 
Calif. 


9. Materials & Supplies: 


Item 
912 bd.ft. 6 x 6 timber a $80.00 - 


18000 b.ft. lagging 0 $80000 - 


964 bd.ft.4x60 $80.00 (for ties) 


500 mine wedges a 4% 


2 kegs. - Nails 0 *45.00 


2410' - 2" Pipe 0 6510 per foot 


960' - 1" Pipe . 0 .240 per foot - 


760' - 8" vent pipe a .250 per foot - 


Misc. 1" & 2" pipe fittings 


I set 7/8" hex. Jackhammer steel - 


1—Oiler-
Li' doe.	 Jackbits 0 9 1150 each 


200	 1" Air hose 0 6 600 per ft. - 


200' 1" Water boss 0 .500 per ft. - 


Mieca air & water hose connections - 


100 lbs. Track spikes (for 16# rail) - 


I Jimorow 
2 - 46 Crosscut saws 
2 line axes - 


2 Wrecking bare 


I - Combination square - 


1 100' Steel tape - 


5 - Scaling bare 0 $5.00 each


qoj 


* 767.31


1,483. 20


79.33 


o.6o 


92.70 


(new)
	


1,265.97 
$	 299.52 
I,
	


195.70 
61.80 


(new)	 17.93 


7.75 
(new)
	 22.25 


ft
	 123.60 


11
	


l0,.00 


25.75 
I
	


41.20 


15.45 
(new)	 14.42 


Is
	


8.49 
Is
	


5.30. 
*1 


a'
	


10.88 


25.75







S 
Mtneais Production '& 
Processing Company, 
Harrison Mine, Yolo Co., 
Calif. 


9. Materials & Supplies: 
Item  


2 - 140 8ttliaon wrenches - (new) $	 5.92 
3-18"	 0 12.58 


3 - 244	 0 H 15.91 


1	 Heavy duty pipe cutter 0. 9.28 


I doz. - Drifting picks 0 $10 	 - 0 16.69 


1 doz. - Drifting pick handles 0 $1.30 16.07 


1 doz. - Round point shovels 0 $3.25 210.17 


1 doz.	 Round point shovel hand1esS $1.45 - 17.92 


3	 12# Hammers e $. 95 - 0 15.30 


3 - 8# Hann re 0 $3.95 0 12.21 


3 doz.	 Singlejack haere 0 $3.15 0 19.17 


1 doz.	 Sing1eack handles 0 .600 7J+2 


1 doz. - 81dge handles 0 $1.25 - 0 15.15 


I	 Adge 5,061 


3hoD Tools: 


Misc, blacksmith tools (hammers, tongs, etc.) 25.75 
1 - Hacksaw frame (new). 2.01 


6 doz. - Hacksaw blades 0 64,23 


6 doz. - Files (various types ) N 


1 - 29 piece socket set 27.55 
1	 6 piece set open end wrenches 21.83 


1 - 60 Crescent. wrench - 1.6o 


I - 12"	 0	 0 29921 


1_15 ,.	 N	 1$ 0 4055 


1-.l8"	 4$ N 7,41'
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Minerals Produotich & 
Processing Coipany,, 
Harrison Mine, rob co,, 
Calif. 


9 3bop Toole, continued 


Item 


1.- Ma Inlet's screwdriver 


I - General purpose screwdriver - 


Carpenter's Tools: 


1 - Steel square 


1 - Ratchet bit brace 


Wood bite, size 1/8" to 1/2" 


2 Claw hammers 


I Aluminum level 


1 Crosscut hand. saw 


1-Rip Saw-


1 - i p1 cc chisel set. 


1 Gene al purpose plane 


Misce et ok - 


Total


Co1 


(new)	 *,	 .78 
0	 .93 


(new)
	


3.36 


It
	


6.8o 


I,
	


6.90 


•1• 


a	 9.12 


II
	


7.73 
It
	


7.16 
It
	


5.13 
I'
	


10.25 


164,80 r 
$5,265.32 


Parts to mine equipment and truck, overhauling 
mine equ paent' and truck in outside shops, diesel 
fuel, ga olins, oils and greases - 
Assaying - At least 100 Mercury determinations 


* $3.00 each - 


Hauling equipment and supplies to mine - 


Office S pplies - 


General Sxvense -


2,505.00 


300.00 


1,500.00 
2L.0 .00 


1,800.00 -







0
Minerals Production & 
Processing Company, 
Harris-on Mine, Yolo 00., 
Calif. 


10.
(a) e are prë pared to Invest. twenty-.five per cent of 


the total oot of the project. 


('o) e. 


1110	 Pefore deciding upon, the Harrison 4ulckailver Mine 
S investigated other quicksilver properties and 
epoaits in California and Nevada; but from Inform 
tion given us by reliable men who formerly'. worked 


In the Lower January tunnel of theBarrison, we 
lieve that the property has more chance of be-. 


oming a productive mine than the others we examined 
hose men state that ore exists in the lowet drifts 
f the mine, particularly, in the SE drift in the 
o. I ore zone, and that ore continued below the 


leel,, 


t to reported that in the past the Rrriaon Mine 
as worked intermittently by email compantea, and 
ndtvidüals who did not have the necessary capital 
o develop tbe mine; and on numerous occasions a 
rop In the price of mercury shut the mine down. 


e are convinced that sufficient capital and 
tftotent management will prove that the known 
srrtson orebodies contain commercial ore, and 
at new orebtee will be discovered.
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Minerals Production & 
Processing Company, 
Harrison Nine, Yolo Co., Calif. 


1. (a) The N.W. of the N.V.texcept 'of Sec. 36 9 Township 12 North, Range 5 Vest, M.D.M. 	 for about 8 acres which is 
Included in what is commonly known as the Soda Spring 
N.ne) containing 32 acres more or lees. 


.e East 3 of the Nel: *j of Section 35, Township 12 North, 
nge 5 West, LD.M. containing 80 acres more or less; 
d a small adjoining parcel of land on which is located 
spring of water, andd, being described as follows: 


BGINNING at the 8.E.córne p of the N.&.* of said Section 
, thence North 500', thence Went 200 1 , thence South 


5Q' and thence East 200 to the place of beginning. 
Ontatntng 2 acres more or lens. 


(b) A copy of the lease is submitted with each copy of our 
aplioat ion. 


(0) Eploratton will be confined to the Harrison Mine which 
i a part of the reel property described in (a). 


2. (a) Mercury 


(b) Refer to report by Frederick D. Hanson, E.M. 


tsr to map by Paul Averltt & G. Donald Eberlein USGS 


assay maps showing width and grade have been found.
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MINERAL LEASE AND OPTION 


THIS AGREEMENT, made the first day of September, 1951 , by 


and between VERNE W. HARRISON, VINCE L. HARRISON, MADGE J. 


HARRISON and RUBY A. SNIDER, hereinafter called the parties of 


the first part, and MIIEALS PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING COMPANY, 


hereinaf ter called the party of the second part. 


T At whereas, the parties of the first pert are the, owners 


and in possession of that certain property, commonly known as the 


Harrison Mine, hereinafter described, and are willing to lease 


the same; and 


HEREAS, the party of the second pert is willing to lease 


work and develop the same, upon the terms and conditions herein-


a'ser stated., 


OW, THEREFORE . , in consideration of the payment of the 


royalty hereinafter provided, and of the faithful and timely per-


formance by the party of the second part of the conditions, cov-


enants and agreements hereinafter contained, the parties of the 


first part do hereby lease and let for mining purposes unto the 


party of the second part all that certain real property, situate 


in the ounty of Yolo, State of California,, and particularly 


describd as follows, to wit: 


he N.W.	 of the N.W. of Sec. 36, Township 12 North 
ange 5 West, M.D.M. (except for about 8 acres which 


2nc1uded  in what is commonly known as the Soda Spring
is


 iine) containing 32 'acres more or less.
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e East I of the N' . E4,J of Section 35, Township 12 
N rth, Range .5 West, MD.M containing 80 aore.e more or 
1 se; and a small adjoining parcel of land on which is 
located a spring of water, and being described as follows: 
L GINNING at the 8.Eo corner of the N.E. of said 
S otion	 thence North 500, thence West 200', thence 
8 uth 500' and thence East 200 to the place of beginning. 
Containing 2 acres more or less. 


for the tw erm commencing September 1, 1951 and ending September 1, 


1961, fora period of ten (10) yea. 


The parties of the first part hereby grant to the party 


of the second part an option to extend the terms of this lease 


for an additional period of ten (lo) years, to commence at the 


expiration of the term herein granted, upon the same terms and 


conditions as herein stated. In the event the party of the second 


part shall tail to give the parties of the first part a written. 


notice of election to exercise this option for a ten-year extension 
of this lease within ninety days prior to the expiration hereof, 


this option shall become null and void. 


K NERALS PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING COMPANY, the party of 


the second part, shall pay to the parties of the first part within 
five (5) days after receipts or returns are received prom the 


burning, milling or disposition of Mercury or other precious 


metals obtained from said property, and from each shipment of 
Mercury or other precious metalá, Seven and onehalf per cent 
(70) of the gross proceeds obtained from said property as a 


royalty. The party of the second part shall make any and all 


royalty payments to the Bank of America, Lower Lake, State of 


California, and shall send duplicate deposit slips to Verne W.
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Harrison Lower Lake, California, or to any other person that may 
be designated by the parties of the first part. 


It is further mutually covenanted and agreed that: when 
the Part). , of the second part commences mining operations that the 


party of the second part shall pay to the parties of the first 


part a minimum royalty of not lees than One Hundred Dollars 


($100.00) per month, commencing six months after date hereof. 


Payments to be made on the first day of each month. 


And it is further mtltuafly covenanted and agreed as a prt 


of the terms and conditions' of this agreement as follows: 


1. The party of the second part shall have six (6) months 


from the date hereof, to do such examination and exploratory wørk. 
as may be desired, free from any and all obligations. 


2. The parties of the first part agree that the party of 


the eeoond part may enter upon said mines or premises and work the 
same, in a. manner necessary to good and economical mining, so as 
to take out the greatest , unt of commercial ore possible, with 


due regard to the safety, development and preservation of the said 
P


remises as a workable mine. 


3. Beginning March 1, 1952 the party of the second part 
shall emp1y at least five (5) men working twenty-five (25) shifts 


to the mar each Calendar month. 
1• The party of the second part shall promptly pay all 


bills Incurred for labor or materials, or other purposes in conñec-
tion with ror3ctng of said mining property, and shall post and keep 
posted such notices of non reoponsibj1ity as may be furnished to 
him by the parties of the first part. 


5. The party of the second part agrees to Insure so as to
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protect he parties of the first part against all liability for 
accident or death under the Workrnent a Compensation Act. 


6. All work dDno by the party of the second part shall be 
performed In . a good, minerlike manner, and In accordance with the 
laws of the State of California, and the lawful orders of the 
State Mine Inspector, and other dulyonatItuted agencies of 
said 8tat.


7. The party of the second part shall keep full, and aocuate 
account and records of all development work performed upon said 
property, and all ores and mineral products taken therefrom, and 


disposed of by the party of the second part, and shall afford the 
parties of the first part free access to all mine workings as 
long as t ii does not interfere in any way with the operation of 
said property * The parties of the first part shall have the right 
to be present at any and all cleanups. 


8. The party ot the second part shall furnish the parties 
or the ft at part, at their request, copies of all maps, geological 
reports, assay certificates and all data, including the results 
of any diamond drilling upon said property. 


9. The parties of the first part agree that all equipment 
and tools brought to or placed upon eatd premises by the party of 


the secon part shall not become fixtures; but shall remain the 


property a the party of the second part; provided that such re 


moval shal be made within thirty (NO) days from the abandonment, 
forfeit	 or expiration of this lease, and it not so removed shall 


become ,& rt of the realty. 'All buildings and structures on the
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surface	 timber in place underground shall become a part of the 


realty.


10 The parties of the first part agree that they will 
pay all t xea that are now due upon said property, and to pay be-


fore deli quenoy all taxes that hereinafter may be levied upon or 


assessed gainet said real property. The party of the second part 


agrees th t he will pay before delinquency all taxes that may 


herenaft r be levied upon or assessed against any personal prop-


erty on a td premsee. 


11 The parties of the first part hereby grant to the party 


of the se ondpart an easement for road purposes over and across 


their lands so that the party of the second part in conducting 


operation contemplated by the agreement, shall have a convenient 


way to tr vel between the said premises and Knoxville, and between 


the said remises and L*wer.Lake,.mnd also an easement for the 


purpose o conveying water for use in the operation of the plant, 


mine and or domestic purposes, and, the further right to use and 
occupy said premises for the purposes of storing and maintaining 


equipment, housing the awe, and erecting buildings necessary for 


the conduct of the business and for the purpose of dumping ore 


and miners s.. 


12.The parties of the first part hereby grant to the 


party of the second part, easements over the real property to 


lay and ma ntain pipe lines to convey water; and the party of the 


second par hereby grants to the parties at the first part the 


right of g azing stock upon and driving stock over said real prop-


erty, but Ithout risk or liability to the party of the second 


part. The party of the second part may fence off land: unused by 
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the part3es of the first part to keep livestock away from any 
dangerou area. 


In the event ore is not found in paying quantities or 
In the eent ore that is profitable to mine should become ex-
hausted, the party of the second part shall have the right to 


abandon he property and this lease and option shall be at an end 


and of hol further force or effect. 
140 In the event title defects should exist, the parties of 


the first part agree to cure such defects within a reasonable time 
and at their own expense. 


1. The party of the second part shall have the right to 
assign this lease and option to others, who shall also be bound 


thereby. If the party of the second part violates or fails to 
comply with any of the provisions hereof, then, and in that event, 


this-lease shall terminate, and all rights •f the party of the 


second part hereunder shall cease, and all payments heretofore 


made here nder.shall be retained by the parties of the first part 
as full empenestion as rental for the iii 
property, as the consideration for which 
outed and as liquidated damages. 


16 The party of the second part 
free and -lear of all liens, attachments 
kind, and to that end the parties of the


e and occupancy of said 
this agreement is •exe-


agrees to keep the property 
and encumbrances of any 
first part may posts tile 


and recor the proper notices, giving notice to all persons of 
the owns rhip of the parties of the first part, and the protec-
tion by him of all liens and claims of all persons. 


6-
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3 •. In case of default in any provision herein contained by 
the part of the second part, the parties of the first part shall 


notify s. Id party of the second part, in writing, of such default, 


and ahoti d the party. of the second part tail or refuse to cure 


such default within thirty (o) days after the receipt of such 


notice,: hen the parties of the first part shall have the right 


to cancel this agreement by notice in writing. 
St .ich termination shall not relieve the party of the second 


Part fro hie obligation to pay all sums accrued ana payable by 


the part of the second part to the parties of the first part at 
the time Of such termination; and the party of the second part 


upon any such termination, shall execute a quit claim deed, qutt 
claiming	 the parties of the first part any interest that the 
Party of he second part may have acquired In the said preniiaea. 


18 This lease and option shall bind and inure to the 
benefit of the heirs, executors, administrators and assigns of all 
parties hereto. 


TIE SHALL BE THE ESSENCE OF THIS AaEENT, 
INWXPNE$$ WHEREOF the parties have hereunto set their 


hands and Iseals .this day and year first above written. 


nee
s


1 


LUb A& 
A SNIr 


Parties 4t the First Part


MINERALS PRODUCTION AND 
PROCESSING COMPANY, 
A Corporation 
($gd.) 
By'	 Qecar,&. Giese 


' 8CAR A. GXESE, Secretary 


Party of the second Part 
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PRELXMINAR REPORT 
HARRISON QUICKSILVER MINE 


ENOXYILLE DISTRICT 
CALIFORNIA 


FOREWORD 


Tile purpose of this examination was to determine if the 
geologic set-up of the Harrison Property. justifies Its exploso


 Since the underground workings are entirely inaeóeeetble 
an opinin Must be based on obserab1e surface geologic features 
on the p'operty itself, on its position in the district relative 
to the $re productive mines and. the geologic features which 
localize them, and on available literature. 


My conclusions are based on field wo±k at the property 
and In tie district on Sept. 24th and 25th 1951 and on a study 
of the $ps and reports by Mr. Paul Averiti of te USGS as pub. 
lisbed i the California Journal of Mines and Geology, Vol. 410 
No. 2 0 Art1 3945. It is recommended tht this publication be 
availabl when this report is re&d.. 


CONCLUSIONS 


I is my opinion--based on the crtte'ia mentioned above-
that thethe Harrison Property merits a cautious, step-by-step ex-
ploration prograrn which would be a legitimate project for. a. 
governaert loan or loans. 


RECOI4I4E 


January 
can be e 
since it 


ether 
undergro 
its lo ca 
a ppl teat 
asso at&t


TIONS 


e first step should be the re-opening of the Lower 
urinel. It can then be determined if early production 
petted or if new exploration and development is needed, 
cannot be foretold in advance if such work is justified, 
t can best be accomplished by diamond drilling or by 
nd workings, or the footage of such work required and 
Ion, it would sees advisable to restrict the loan 
on to the funds required for the tunnel re-opening and 
d. work. 'The program would be as follows: 


1e 
present r 
allow try 
the sill* 
near the 
housing.


Rnta1 of bulldozer to repair bad stretches Of the 
oad, and to construct the short segments necessary to 
Oka to reeh the portal of the Lower January tunnel and 


Possible subsidiary' work to secure enough fiat ground 
portal for the compressor and necessary shop and storage 
Prospecting trenches across the ore zones beyond the
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limits of underground working.. Replce the old pipe line fm 
the aprng to the lower January tunnel. 


Re-opening of the 36o foot Lower January tunnel, the main di'List on the ore zones, and such connecting workings as seem 
euentl. beceuse of geological indications or operating neöessi- tiese 	 work would involve' the purchase or a cornprCeeor, mucking machine mine care, rail, pipe, timber, tools, a truck, etc. 


Such minor workings and timbering as are needed to adequat


 


1.! y expose for examination. and sampling any ore showings and pro taing le#d4 which are exposed in the re-opened workings. 
• Appraisal of the results of the above work to determine 


If addjtjn*l exploration and/or development is justified or needed, iknd if so, whether it can best be done by underground 
workings, underground diamond drilling, surface diamond drilling, or new o cringe, 


PROPER


2' e Harrison Property In lobeted in the Knoxville Mining District in Yolo aM Naps counties, California...It is situated in T.l]. ., R.5 W., and onaiets of the E3 of the. NO of Sec.35, the NW* f the NW of Sec.36, except for about 8 acres con- 
etitutin the Soda Springs prospect, and a rectangular parcel of 
500 N a d S and 200' E and W located in the 8 corner of Sec,26, 
All this is contiguous end totals 117 to 118 acres. 
ACCESS	 . 


e property &ea about 3/4 mile north of the county road between . war Lake and Monticello at a point about 23 miles NV of Xnoxv lie and 173 miles BE of Lower Lake. At present a or 
can be driven to within a few minutes walk of the workings, but 
the open pit of the last operation has destroyed a short segment 
Of the road so thatfrom 100 to 200 yards of new road is needed 
to corns t with the road to the portal of the Lover January tunnel,	 minor amount of repair is also needed on the intact portions. 


OWNiiRSHI


Th mine is owned and/or controlled by Verne and Vince Harrison f Lower Lake and vicinity. I have not examined the 
lease or urchase agreement. 


FACILITIES 


Fomer Operations depended on a spring on the small prbej of land iSec. 26. The flow of the spring Was not determined but can bLrposes,presumed to be sufficient for compressor cooling an drilling
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E1ctrio power for furnace and permanent plant can be 
secured	 about 3700 feet of power lines 


Equipment , on the property includes a 30 ton rotary furnace 
with accessory condensers fans, etc. This plant seems to have 
had little use and to be in good shape. 


Other items noted trere' an air receiver, several D- retorts, 
one of which is in good shape, and several frame buildings in 
bad repair near the portal of tb* Lower January tunnel. 


5ISTORY


The recorded production of the Harrison Mine through 1943 
Is given as 345 flaiks. Total production is allotted to three 
Periods of activity, as follow.: 


Is A small tnreoorded production prior to 19000 


2, 263 flasks during World War I period of 1917 0 1918 and 
1919. A concentrating plant was in operation during this period, 
but the production also includes that from retorted high-grade. 
Most of the underground work wait done during this period. 


3. 82 flasks (pins a few unrecorded flasks) in the period 
1936 to 1940, inclusive, Mont of the ore came from the open pit; 
It is said that no underground work was done. 
DISTRICT IGEOLOGY 


The following account Is taken largely from Mr. Averitt S8 


report or inferred from his maps and descriptions. My own obser-
vations are limited to the Harrison Property, t6 a walk from that 
property to the county road below the Reed Mine, and to a 
cumnavig tion0 of the district by autos 


Te backbone of the district is a large dike—like mass of 
aerpenti;1denss from 3/14 to 3.3/4 miles wide which extends across the 
districtin a broad curve convex to the NE. The serpentine it- 
cludes Irge and small inclusions of the Franciscan formation, 
and is ecaed in sediments of the Knoxville formation of Juraaso 
Cretaceo age. Near the north end of the district the serpentine 
outcrop 	 to the NE by about 1* miles as a series of irregular 
but more or lees connected and parallel bodies. The Reed Mine---
the nort erumoat in the district---Is located along the NE oontat 
of the easternmost and lrgest of these subordinate eerpentie 
masses, ht the south end of the Reed the serpentine and the 
minerali zed fault tone which follows its contact terminate along 
an E-W fault, The mineralized fault zone reappenre about 3/14 
mile to the west on the Harrison Property, but is here along the 
NE contact of the westernmost of the subordinate serpentine 
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bodies aT 


Harrison 
00 ntinuea 
On its w 
conetetir 
Basaltic 
Joins th 
Mine, nos 
strike. 
slice in 
mont inuo 
offset e 
be said 1 
Elephant 
contact c


id lies about k mile east of themain arcuate mass. The 
serpent ins tapers out to the SE, but the fault tons 
through the Manhattan property with Franciscan formation 


at side, but is largely covered by Tertiary volcantos 
g of basaltic flows and tufts and rhyolitto tuftse 
dikes and necks are alao exposed. The fault zone re. 


serpentine contact about 3 miles above the Knoxville 
r which it makes a rather sharp bend to a more NV 
Except for the cross faulting bounding the upthrust 
which the Knoxville mine is located the fault zone is 
is from the Knoxville to beyond. the Harrison where it is 
atwsz'd to the Read Mine. Ignoring this offset it may 
hat all of the mines of the district except the Red. 
are located along the fault zone which follows the WE 
f the serpentine mass as a wholes 


the Reed 
sediment 
graphics 
north an 
and WNW 


of the a 
the serp 
and frac 
P.lso, on 
district 
£11 of t: 
surmised 
intrus to 
inter'sec 
surface; 
block wa 
zone of


e area between the serpentine and a line drawn between 
and Knoxville Mines forms a roughly triangular shaped 
17 re-entrant or embayment in which are exposed strati-
ly lower beds of the Knoxville formation than to the 
south. It is also the intersection point of the NNW 


triking faults which determined the trend of the ends 
cuate curve, of the N 40 to 50• W fault zone following 
ntins contact in this area, and of NE trending faults 
urea roughly at right angles to the last mentioned set. 
the Manhattan property south of the Harrison is the 
center of intrusion and extrusion of TertI8ry magma, 
see facts must be genetically related. It may be 
that the uplift of the serpentine Was caused by the 
of the Tertiary. magma, but that in the complex fault 


Ion area this magma could work its way through; to the 
Its propulsive power was, thus lost, and the fault 
not elevated to the some extent as those outside the 


agmatic Nleakage,$ 


e Reed and Knoxville Mines, each just outside of the 
limits a the embayment and at about equal distance* on each aide 
Of the v icanic areaof intense cross faulting undoubtedly owe 
their at e to their geologic location. Cross faults were far enough a aced	 that the horizontal length of the contact fault zone to blob the solutions were confined was exceptionally 
large an the depth interval accessible to mining was tar enough 
above tb magmatic source of the solutions so that the zone of 
rich cm abar deposition was well developed. 


In the Ibtervening HarriaonNanhattan area opposite condi-tions prevailed, conditions favoring 'the dispersion of the 
magma and its mineralizing solutions, and the formation of a large nulaceder of relatively small orebodies Instead of big 
continue bodies. These conditions are: the srlitting of the 
main conct fault zone into At least three strands, the closely 	 cross faulting, the intricately sheared serpentine, 
and the t ick shale horizon between two of thee strands. The 
Offset of the closely spaced cross faulting is shown by the fact 
that botb the basalt and the bodies of *silica-carbonate* rock 
or Nopsit e which forms the gangue of the cinnabar deposits occur 
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I' 
at fault intersections as pipe-like bodies, or as relatively 
short di es or tabular bodies bounded by cross fault a. 


T  advantage of the big continuous orebody from a dével-
opment, tntng, and cost standpoint is of course undeniable, but 
this doe not mean that an operation based on mining smaller 
orebodie will not be profitable if these bodies are closely 
enough $ aced, and frequent enough, and if geological guides to 
their cc urrefloes are developed. No attempt is made here to 
explain way the vast discrepancy between the past production 
of the H rrison Property and the Reed and Knoxville Mines, nor 
the cone sitant discrepancy in the site and continuity of the 
respecti e, bodies of silica-carbonate rock. However, I do not 
believe hat the productive potentiality of the Harrison Mine 
can be f ny judged by the size and number of exposed ore-
bodies. I would expect development to disclose a large number 
of more r less similar bodies, many of which would have no 
óbservab e expression at the present surface, and might in con-
sequence be unusually rich. There would a&so be the constant 
posaibil;


,6


y of enóounteriflg larger orebodies under geologic con-
ditions ot apparent at the surface. For instance, there is some 
reason f r expecting the dip of the fault zones to flatten with 
depth*


e sizeable production of the Manhattan Nine cannot be 
used as n • argument b r the Harrison. since the bulk of the Man- 
hattan p duction came from the surface voicanice, and these 
were era 5. from the Harrison Property except for a few residual 
patches. The mineral content of the extruded magma is 10 at, 
but underthe dispersive influences mentioned, previously it 
would sea that sufficient must have termtnted at depth to make 
a large ota3 volume of mineralization. Also, until the 
Harrison workings wre re-open, we do not know the frequency, 
size, gr de or continuity of the orebodies extracted from them, 
or still exposed. 


GEOLOGY 1AUD DEVELOPMENT AT THE HARRISON PROPERTY 


ore zones have been exposed on the Harrison Property 
(exciudi g the Soda Springs propect) both of which lie along 
the NZ or hanging Wall sides of parallel serpentine dikes Which 
probably unite at the north end of the property. The Main, 
Footwall, or No. 1 ore zone follows the hangingwall of a ser- 
pentineody some 600 feet wide. This is the BE tip.of the 
first subordinate serpentine body on the NE side of the main 
mass. The contact strikes aboutN 45 W and dips about 65 degrees 
to	 . the . Intense shearing and fracturtng extends over a total 
width of perhaps 250 feet, and embraces both the serpentine and 
the Knoxville sandstone and shale in its hanging wall. Averttt'l 
asp shos five individual bodice of ilica-'carbonaterock. 
Mapped lengths average about 30 feet and thtu.rage width Is 
perhaps 10 to 15 feet. Toretner's report in 1917 when the under-
round drifting wa g in progress states that the vein iaa from 


8 to.15 eet wide.
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Of the five bodies shown by Averttt occur at the ew' 
face in he area of the present open pit, and only small vestiges 
can be e en. Averttt' g map shows that the combined width of the 
two pars lel, and probably connected bodies was about 40 feet. 
This op e pit is at the SE end of the developed portion of the 
ore zone as now exposed. I do not know whether underground work.. 
trigs exte ded beyond it to the SE. On the north brim of the pit 
is the co lar of the caved vertical shaft of some 125 feet depth 
which is aid to have connected most of the underground itorkingsO, 
The Plant tunnel 14 about 80 test to the NW of the shaft, is 
about 70 set long, and had at least 80 feet of drift. The portal 
of the Tip er,  January tunnel is about 50 feet farther NW • Thia 
tunnel is at an elevation of 1801 feet, Is about 70 feet long, 
and in 19.? was said to have 150 feet of drift to the NW, and 100 
feet to t e SE. At the time of Aeritt'a "visit only about 70 
feet of t nnel drift was accessible, that part leading to the 
upper end of the inclined raise from the Lower January tunnel. 
This lstt r tunnel was the main opening of the Workings. The 
Portal is at an elevation of 1660 feet - 140 feet below the 
Upper Jan ary tunnel • It is 36o feet long and the only working 
shown on veritt's map is the Inclined raise mentioned above. 
Porstner' brief report in 1917 stated that the vein was being 
drifted o from this tunnel, and. since the main productive period 
came in 1 9 it can be. safely assumed that the ore zone was rather 
extensivel explored on. this level and above. Ordinarily it could 
also be sa sly assumed that all commercial ore was removed., but 
It is pose ble that falling prices stopped the operation before 
this could be done. 


The No • 2 ore zone is roughly parallel to the No. 1, but 
lies sbout•%0 feet NE of the latter, along or near the hanging- 
wall of a erpentine dike about 175 feet wide. A body of silica- 
cerbonate ok about 50 feet long ind 10 feet wide (Averitt's 
map) was eosed in the 70 foot Bat Tunnel which is about 34 
feet htghe in elevation than the Lower January tunnel, and 
nearly di et above it. A much smaller body of stlica-carbOnate 
rock was eposed in the Lower January tunnel, and some cinnabar 
is indtcatd. on parallel shearing. 


The rock between the two serpentine bodies is indicated. as 
being Knox*lle sandstone and ahale..-..s stly high sheared and 
gougy. The No.. 2 serpentine seems to include some Knoxville 
sandstone, hue suggesting that the serpentine was intrusive into 
the Knoxvfl. e formation, This would not affect the theory that 
the main ma $ with its Franciscan inclusions was upthrust into 
its present position after its emplacement. 


The roperty . lnoludee a length of some 1600 or. 1700 feet 
along the erike of the No. 1 and 2. fault zoncs. 


The 3oda Brings fault is essentially parallel to the No. 1 
and 2 fault zones, and lies about 1000' east of the latter. The 
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interveyi ng rock seems to coneist almost entirely of shale of the Lowe Xnoxvjfle formstion but the Soda Springs outcrop or t1ica-o .rbonate rock in congIoaerae of the ease formation, 
and this continues to the east with iflter1*tj6 or sandstone. Although 110 signs-of mineralization Were observed in the shale It is be teved possible that it may contain ore at greater depth, a d. may exercise a damming influence on ore in the No. 2 ore zone.	 - 


Conspicuous Soda Springs outcrop lies on a 8 acre tract not included in the present agreeaônt, but said to be 
available later It vented. The workings, casually visited by the write —near the top of the outcrop--.consist of a tunnel 
about 12 feet long with its portal. at the .8E end of the out 
crop. Pa t way in, a turin.? about 5 feet lower in elevation converges with the main tunnel, and the two are connected with 
• winze-1 ke opening. The floor of the workings then jumps up 
about 15 set and emerges into a shaft opening to thesurface. 
The workl s mentione above trend from N 10 E to N 12 W, but 
are associ ted at the north end with N 50 W shearing. The core of the min raltation is a dike or vein of the nearly all-black 
atlicacrr nate rock which contains sulfide and cinnabar in 
smell frac urea. Siliftoatien and cinnabar-iron mineralization has branch  out on diverging fissures, and the conglomerate Country ro k Is locally intensely altered to a powdery mass, particular y between converging fractures. The -average dip of the main v in is about 80 degrees to the e*s't. It seems possible that this utcrop lies on * short segment of a member of the NW etriki J system of faults, a segment caught between several 
strands of the N 50 V faulting. Production has apparently come 
from two 0 three narrow veins. No particular claims are made here ibot this particular outcrop.._jt was not even completely inspected., ut the fault Zone it occupIes may be important at greater de h. 


In g neral it is anticipated that commercial ore will extend to .. ater depth on the No. 2 ore zone than on the No. 1, and possibi to a greater depth on the Soda Springs zone on the No. 2. Thu the possibilities of the property are not exhausted even if exp oration shows that 'commercial ore in the developed portion of he No. 1 . zone bottom at or near the Lower January tunnel leve • The only indication of such an event was that a 
pile of cou se rejects from a hand sorting opez'tion, and con taining oni 000a g ional. small veinlets and pat 	 of cinnabar, was of a b3.a k and white mottled and streaked character $hloh is believed o be lower grade than the all-black opalite, and 
to be zonall deeper. However, I understand that miners-who, worked in th mine have stated that ore continued. below the turine]. level
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conclusion it may be reiterated that my opinion that 
ration it the property may -disclose a large number of 
esa connected 1 relatively email orebodies is based on 
nee of geological factors tr4voriflg the dispersion or 
of the magma, and its mineralizing solutions into 
varying volume whose cinnabar zones will occur at 


epths. Thus ore may occur at depth horizons where the 
Intersections are occupied by noncommercial phases of 
alizatton, or even by intrusive bodies. The smaller 
of mineralization of the smaller branches may' be counteia-
by the greater retention afforded by traps at depth as 
with those near the surface. It must also be mentioned 
property suffers by comparison with Its unusually 
ghbore. It it were by itself its own present showings 
more impressive,


ede . Hanson, I.M. 


Nov. 1, 
Auburn lit.


in 
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etc., 5 months 


• $200. moo 


$ 5,233.44 


12,801. 0 


24,674.6 


800.00 
5,265.32 


2,505.00
300.00


1,500.00
240.00


l800.00 


natruotion of buildings 
(See answer to Question 6) 


Equipment to be purchased 
(see answer to question 7) 


K ne labor and superintendent 
(see answer to Question ) 


Geologist. , part time, 4 months 
K ten ale and supplies 


(see answer to iest1on 9) 
Prts for mine equipment, etc. 
A saying 
H ullng equipment and supplies 
0 flee supplies 
G neral expenses


I 
Minerals Production & 
Processing CoMpany, 
Harrison Mine, Yolo 00., 
Calif. 


3. (a) W 


I


propose to open the Lower January croecut tunnel, and 
l main drifts off thislevel that are in the ore zones. 
is lAyer January tunnel is 360 feet long; and abcording 


statements of miners who worked. on this level, there 
i approximately 400 feet of drifting on the orebodieso 
is main drifts off the level are not shown by Averitt on 
e asp as we understand the workings yjs inaccessible 
en the asp wee made. We have however, sketched on the 
tp the approximate location of the drifts. 


A we have no way of determining how much of the mine 
rktnge are caved we have based our estimate on the 


sØamtion that all workings we explore must be cleaned 
oit and timbered. 


Tie total estimated cost of opening 760 feet of crosscut 
ad main drifts, includtn the cost of building and rø 
pirtng roads. purcitseing, transporting and installing 


no equipment, laying surface pipe lines, erecting 
biildtngs, and rehabilitating the property in general, 
viteh must be dons before the underground work can be 
s$rted, is $55,119.48.


Total cost of project	 9. 


(b) Te time required to start the project and comOete it 
vl1 be eight months.







.	 I. 
Minerals Prouct1ofl & 
Processing Oompany1 
Harrison Mine, Yolo Co., 
Calif


1 .	 e Averitt!s Map attached







Minerals Production & 
Processing Company, 
Harrison Mine, Yolo Co., 
Calif. 


List , i 
ment, 
pro jei


f installations on Harrison Property. The equip. 
however, will not be used under an exploration t. 


i.6 x 14 oil tank 
1 - W eden trains building (housing plant) partially dismantled 
1 6 x 9$ Riedon Iron Works Blake type crusher 
1 - A 11*-Chalmers 10 HP motor 
1 P at pulley on counter shaft - drive pulley for rock crusher 
1. ? ughing conveyor feeder - 11' x 16 mounted on channel 


2. n frame, head and tail pulley and 3 rolls. (Belt worn out) 
1 4 ' x 23' Sorooto Rotary Kiln, with fire and feed on upper end. 


K in is driven by a 10 HP Allis-Chalmers motor, with V belt d lye to Rober gear reducer, with spear gear to kiln. 1 A sri can Blower connected to dust cyclone, on lower end o kiln. Discharge of blower is 9' x 14 0 . Dust cyclone 
1 10' high1kY, 331 in dia. 


1 - C ndeneer ayste, 9 complete units, JO plates, mounted o ID frame 
I - 9 x j5$ redwood tank 
1-I nChtmney 


H sing table 
13 H roury pots 
1 P war unit, reoline engine (junk) 
1 G rdner 6 x air compressor (very old) 
1- D retort 


Note: All units in the plant are in good shape, except 
the power unit & compressor 


5.


 


Other equipment on the property consists of the rernaine 
of a Scott furnace, several D-retorts, an air receiver, t several frame buildings that are beyond repair.







I
Minerals Production & 
Processing Company, 
Harrison Mine, Y010 Co., 
Calif. 


6. Bull	 to be erected on property: 


Blacksmith Shop & Timber Framing Shed 
lL' x 20 1 , wooden frame, and aluminum 
sheeting, with labor and supervision 
coats included 


Compressor Room . hi' x 20', wooden 
frame and aluminum sheeting, with 
labor and supervision coats included - 


Off to & Storage Room 12' x 18' - 
woods frame and aluminum sheeting, 
compl te with drafting board, desk, 
heate , and labor and supervision 
costs included 


Chang Room - 10' x	 wooden frame 
and aumtnum sheeting, cOmplete with 
hot wter heater, heater, plumbing, etc., 
and 1$bor and supervision costs included 


Total 


Labor oo$t of erecting the above buildings is 
figured $t 60% of the material coat (building 
contractcr' g estimate)


$ 866.58 


927.33 


1,638.60 


1,800.93 


$5,233.L$4







.	 I 
Minerals Production & 
Processing Company, 
Harrison Mine, Yolo Co., 
Calif. 


7. Equipm nt: 


(a) Re tal of Cat-dozer, with operator, fuel 
an maintenance (for 30 days) (contract) - 


(b) La e model Chevrolet 3600 truck, 14-2 ,ob, 
(flatbed) 


I. 365 cu.tt, compressor, diesel driven 


Su livan Mucking machine - 
j 41 x lo f air receiver 


5 1 ton ore cars (end dump) 0 1100.00 
per car - 


5ir ?on 16# rail 0 $100000 per ton 


Eta plates (for 16# rail) 


Trakbolts	 0	 W	 IS 


1 - Gardner-Denver D55 Jackhammer 


1 - Utility blakamtth forge - 
I 150# anvil 
1-Bench vice - 
I - Pipe vice - 


1 - Acetylene welding outfit - 
I Soldering torch -


$ 1,182.72 


3,3117,50


4 0 120 -00


2,317.50


257.50 


515.00 


66.o 


15. 115 


20. 6o 


1511.50 


51.50 


50.90 


36.05 


15.115 


1511.50 


15.115 


Total -	 $129801102.
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Minerals Production & 
Processing Conpany, 
Harrison Mine, Zolo Oo., 
California. 


6.
Labor	 d 8uperviion:	 Gross Earnings 


32er month. 


1 Gene al Superintendent  $500.00 
per	 nth - 500000 


1 Mine Foreman & Master Mechanic 0 $400900 
per	 nth 00.00 


1 Mine Accountant 0 *350.00 
per	 ontb 350.00 


i Tim	 rmen	 rate $1.6o per hour 
(371.20 per month) 


2 Muck ng machine operators 	 rate $1.60 per 
hour ()71.20 per month) - 7112.40 


2 Tra	 ra	 rate $1.50 per hour 
8. (3i0 per month) 696.00 


1 $urta e man (timber framer & compressor 
maint nance) rate $1950 per hour, 
(348. 0 per month) 38.00 


* 4,521.20


Compeeation Insurance per month 
(estimated)	 413.73 


ti	 •• 
T tal - per month	 $ 4,934.93


Geo1ost (part-time) $200.00 per month 







I 
Minerals Production & 
Pro oesøtng Company, 


Harrison )4tne, YOU Oo., 
Calif. 


9. Mater ale & Supplies: 


Item 


9312 bd.f . 6 x 6 timber 0 $80.00 


18000 bd. to lagging o $80.00 - 


964 bd.ft 4*6* $80.00 (for ties) - 


500 mine edges .* 4 


2 kegs. - Nails 0 $45.00 - 


2410' 2 Pipe 0 .51 per foot-


960'	 1 Pipes .24 per toot 


760'	 8 vent pipes .25% per toot - 


Misc. I s .20 pipe fittings 


1 set am7 8 0 hex. jackhammer steel 


I Oiler 


4 doz.	 ckbits 0 .1+5% each - 


200' 10 in hose e .60 per ft. - 


200' i." ater hose 0 .500 per ft. 


Misc. air water hose connections - 


100 lbs • - Track spikes (for 16# rail) - 


1-Jiacro - 


2- Mine ses-. 


2 Wreoki bra 


1 Combin tion square-


1 100' Steel tape 


5 8oaltn bars 0 $5.00 each -


CoøA 


$	 767.31 


1,483.20 


79.33 
20.6o 


92.70 


(new) 1,265.97 
299.52 


$ 195.70 


61.80 


(new) 17.93 


7.73 


(new) 22.25 


123.60 
* 103.00 


25.75 
M 41.20 


15.45 


(new) 14.42 
* 8.49 
*


S 	 5.50 
0 1.04 
$ 10.88


25.75 
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Mtn1s Pr oduction& 


•	 Processing Company, 
•	 Harrison Mine, YOU Co., 


Calif. 


9. Materi Is & Supplies: 


Item Ott 


2 - 14N $ illeon wrenches (new) $.	 5.92 
*


12.58 


3 24' *
15.91 


3. - Heavy	 uty pipe cutter - 's 9.28 
1 doz. - Difting picks S $1035 16.69 


3. doz.	 D ifting pick handles S $1.50 's 16.07 


3 doz *	 und point shovels S $3.25 -. W 10.17 
1 do z.	 und point shovel handles S $1945 - N 17.92 


3 - 12# Ha mere S $11.95 * 1500 


3 . 8#H rsS$3.95— 's 12.21 
doz. - Si. glejack hammers S $3.15 N 19.117 


1 dote	 St gle jack handles S . 6o1 7.49 
1 doz. MW 51 dge handles S $1925 , N 15.45 
1-Adge 5.61 


hoD Pool :	 0 


Misc, blacks ith tools (hammers, tongs, etc.) 25.75 
3 H*økg*	 rams	 • (new) 2.01 
6 doz. - Rae saw blades - N 6.23 
6 doz. - ?il .'(various types ) 54.04 


1 29 piece socket set - 27.55 
1 6 piece a t open end wrenches - 	 • N 4, 83 
1 - 8, Creece t wrench - N 1.60 


1 -	 12's	 N	 St	 •	 • U 2.94 


1-15's $	 $5	 - N 455 
N	 N N 7.41







Minerals Productioti & 
Processing Company, 
Harrison Mine, Yolo Co., 
Calif. 


9. 2boP	 oo1*, continued 


_ gqt 


I	 Machinist's screwdriver - (new) $	 .78 


1 - General. purpose screwdriver 93 


Carpenter's Tools 
Steel square	 : (flEW) 3.36 


Ratchet bit brace 0 6.80 


7-\ood bits, size 1/8	 to 1/2k * 6.90 


2uuc1'$twhammere_
-	 N 6.3 


1evOT- 
1	 Cro8cUt\an


9.12 
H 773 


l	 Rip saw 7.16 
4 piece chisel	 t' - 5.13 


I .	 General purpoøe anne '-


Mine. stock	
\ 164.80 


Total 7 *5,265.32 
Other Items:	 -


::;e1 m	 ID'S


2,505.00 
100 y 0ytng	 .$,0O each .ercur7 determination8. 
// S 300.00 


1aultflR equipment aT?' eur,plteS to mine -
1,500.00 


orrice Suppliee
240.00 


General ExpenS' 
5'


10800.00







14%flerale Production & 
Processing Company, 
Harrison Mine, Yolo Co., 
Calif. 


10.
(a) We are prepared to invest twenty-five per cent of 


$55 9 119940, the total coat of the project, 
(b) Yes 


11$	 Before deciding upon the Harrison 4utcstiver Mine 
we investigated other quicksilver properties and 
deposits in California,and Nevada; but from inform-
ation given us by reliable men who formerly worked 
In the Lower January tunnel of the Harrison, we 
believe that the property has more chance of be-


. coming a prothictt'e mine than the others we examined. 
These men state that ore exists in the lower drifts 
Of the mine, p6rticu1rly, in the GE drift in the 
No. 1 ore zone, and that ore continued below the 


level. 


It In reported that in the past the Hrrison Mine 
was worked tnteraittntiy by small companies., and. 
Individuals who did not have the necessary capital 
to develop the mine; and on numerous occasions a 
drop in the price of mercury shut the mine down. 


We are convinced that sufficient capital and 
efficient management will prove that the known 
Harrison orebodies contain commercial ore, and 
that new oreo*ies will be discovered.







Form A03 UNIT ES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTEPP	 Budget Bureau No. 42-R1035.1. 
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E MINERALS ADMINISTRATION• 


MF-103 Should Be Filed With General Technical Data Form MF-100 


Not To Be Filled in by Applicant 


0	 APPLICATION FOR AID FOR AN	 Docket No. 


(PLORATION PROJECT PURSUANT TO	 Metal or Mineral ---------------------------------------- 
Date Received 


	


MINERAL ORDER 5, UNDER	 Amount $--------------------------------------------------
DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT OF 1950 	 Participation (Government %) 


Vineralo Production & PTocesein	 Name and 
address of 
applicant 


I 3 lo. firgifte, St. 
Reno, 


	


L Address Cnrrespondenee to	 I	 Date K!-bEL1951 
r. Oscar A. fle.se , 


55 Montecito M.,Wiiinut creek-dalff. 


If you have already filed MF-100, give date filed ---------------------------------, type of assistance requested 


DMA Docket Number (if available) ---------------------------------


INSTRUCTIONS 


Read Mineral Order 5, Regulations Governing Government 
Aid in Defense Projects, before completing this application. 
Submit four copies each, of the signed application form, Gen-
eral Technical Data Form MF-100, and a'nswers to questions 
as specified, to Defense Minerals Administration, Department 
of the Interior, Washington 25, D. C., or to the nearest field 
executive office thereof, with your name and address on each 
sheet of the application and all accompanying papers. If you


have previously filed MF-100, it is not necessary to file it 
again. However, you should indicate in space provided above 
the type of assistance previously applied for (loans, procure-
ment contracts, etc.) and DMA Docket Number, if available. 
When a question is inapplicable it should be so stated in the 
form. Additional sheets should be attached in answering any 
questions or in supplying additional information. IF YOU 
CANNOT ANSWER A QUESTION, SO STATE. 


1. (a) Give a description of the real property that will be in any way involved in the exploration project, including any existing 
mine or operating property. 


(b) If you are not the owner of the property, submit a copy of the lease, purchase option, or other agreements under which 
you are authorized to operate the property with each copy of your application. 


(c) Give the legal description of the exact parcel, plot, or area upon which the exploration is to be conducted. 


NOTE: (1) If both areas are the same, so state. The only obligation to repay the Government is from the net earnings 
from any commercial discovery made in the area specified in (c) above in which the exploration is to be con-
ducted, and the expenditure of funds which may be charged as costs of the project must be limited to that 
area or to work necessary to perform the exploration in that area. 


(2) If applicant is not the owner of the property or if there are any liens or encumbrances against the property, 
copy of agreements of claimants, lienors, encumbrances, and lessors subordinating their interests in the prop-
erty to the interest of the Government under the Exploration Project Contract will be required for attach-
ment to the Contract. 


2. (a) What metals or minerals do you expect to find? 


(b) Furnish statement of the geologic features of your property, giving type of ore deposit and reasons for expecting to find 
commercial ore bodies. Illustrate with maps or sketches. If you have a geologic or engineering report, or assay maps 
showing width and grade, please send them with application, stating whether or not you wish to have them returned. 
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The information reu	 questions 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 below shø answered specifically and in detail, as this 
e information will be attached to and incorporated as part of the Exploration Project Contract, if such contract is entered into 


with you by the Government. 


ANSWER EACH QUESTION ON SEPARATE SHEETS OF PAPER AND SUBMIT A COPY OF EACH ANSWER 
FOR EACH COPY OF YOUR APPLICATION. 


3. (a) Describe fully the proposed work and give the total cost of the project. 


(b) State the time required to start the project and to complete it. 


4. Submit a map or sketch of the property involved showing a plan (and cross section, if needed) of the present mine workings 
and the location of the proposed exploration work as related to geologic features, such as contacts, veins, ore-beaingbeds, etc. 


5. Furnish an itemized list of existing facilitie •s, buildings, installations, and fixtures with a statement of the cost. of any neces-
sary rehabilitation or repairs to put into useful and operable condition. 


6. Furnish a detailed list of additional facilities, buildings, and fixtures to be purchased, installed, or erected by you, with the esti-
mated cost of each item.	 .	 V 	 V 


7. Furnish a dtailed list of operating equipment, separated into items to be 	
•V 


(a) Rented 


(b) Purchased	 V 


(c) Furnished by you 


with the rental, purchase price, or depreciation of each item, as the case may be, to be charged as a cost of the project. 


8. Furnish an itemized schedule of labor, by numbers and classes (miners, muckers, etc.) and of supervisors by numbers and 
positions, with the maximum wages or salaries to be paid to each. 


9. Furnish a detailed list with estimated cost of each item for materials, supplies, engineering, assaying, accounting, power, 
water, utilities, and any other items not provided for above. 


10. (a) How much are you prepared to invest in the proposed project? 


(b) Is this amount sufficient to pay your part of the cost of the project, in accordance with the regulations on Government 
participation (Sec. 9 of MO-5)?	 V 


11. State any conditions or circumstances regarding the property not sufficiently brought out by the foregoing questions. 


CERTIFICATION 


The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on its behalf, hereby certify that the information con-
tained in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete to the best of their knowledge and belief. 


}1ner1B Production & Pce.stng co. 
(Name of company)	 V 	 -


	


(Signature of authorized official) 


0 eV*r. A. Glese 


November 1, 1951.	 V 	 Beereta7 
(Date)	 V 	


V 	 (Title) 


Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any department or agency 


	


of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction. 	 V 


	


U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE	 16-040e7-2
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Minerals Production & 
Processing Company, 
Harrison l4ine, Y010 Co., Calif. 


19 (a) The NOW.* of the LW.+ of Sec. 36, Township 12 North, 
Range 3 West, M.D.M. (except for about 8 acres which Is 
Included in what is commonly known as the Soda Spring 
Mine) containing 32 acres more or less. 


The East 4 of the N.L* of Section 35, Township 12 North, 
Range 3 West, LD.M. containing 80 sores more or less; 
and *-small adjoining parcel of land on which is located 
a spring of water, and being described as follows: 


BEGINNING at the 8.E. corner of the N.E*.j of said Section 
35, thence North 500 1 , thence West 200 1 , thence South 
500' and thence East 200' to the place of beginning. 
Containing 2 acres more or lees. 


(b) A copy of the lease is submitted with each copy of our 
application. 


(c) Exploration will be confined to the Harrison Mine which 
is a part of the real property described. in (a).. 


2. (a) Mercury 


(b) Refer to 
I 
report by Frederick D. Hanson, EA, 


Refer to map by Paul Averitt & G. Donald Eberlein tlSGS 


No assay maps showing width and grade have been found.


e
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MINERAL LEASE AND OPTION 
NOWAWINUS 


THIS AGREEMENT, made the first day of September, 195 1 • by 


and between VERNE W. HARRISON.'VINCE L. HARRISON, MADGE J. 


HARRISON, and RUBY A. SNIDER, hereinafter called the parties of 


the first part., arid. MINERALS PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING COMPANY, 


hereinafter called the party of the second part. 


WITNESSETH: 


THAt whereas, the parties of the first part are the owners 


and in poeneseton of that certain property, commonly known sa the 


Harrison Mine, hereinafter described, and are willing to lease 
the same; and 


WHEREAS, the party of the second part is willing to lease 


work and develop the same, upon the terms and conditions herein-


after stated. 


NOW, THEREFORE, in conaiOration of the payment of the 
royalty hereinafter provided, and of the faithful and timely per 


formance by the party of the second part of the conditions, cov 


enante and agreements hereinafter contained, the parties of the 


first part do hereby lease and let, for mining' purposes unto the 


party of the second part all that certain real property, situate 
In the County of Yolo, State of California, and particularly 
described as follows, to wit:	 . 


The N.W. i of the N * W-k of Sec. 36, Township 12 North Range 5 West, M.D.M. (except for about 8 aoree.whtch 
included in what is commonly known as the Soda Spring 
Mine) containing 52 acres more or less, 
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The East of the NE 4 of Section 35, Township 22 
North, Range 5 West, i . D * Mo containing 80 sores more or 
less; an d a email adjoining parcel of land on which is 
located  spring of water, and being described as follows: 


BEGINNING at the S. E. corner of the N.E. J of said 
Section 35, thence North 500', thence West 200 1 , thence 
South 500' and thence East 200' to the place of beginning. 
Containing 2 acres more or less, 


for the term commencing September 1, 1951 and ending September 1, 


1961, for a period often (ia) years. 


The parties of the first part hereby grant to the party 


of the second part an option to extend the terms of this lease 


for an additional period of ten (10) years, to commence at the 


expiration of the term herein granted, upon the same terms and 


conditions as herein stated. In the event the party of the second 
part shall fail to give the parties of the first part a written 
notice of election to exercise this option for a ten-year extenaiofl 


of this lease within ninety days prior to the expiration hereof, 


this option shall become null end void. 


MINERALS . PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING COMPANY, the party of 


the second part, shall pay to the parties of the first part within 


five (5) days after receipts or returns are received from the 
burning, milling or disposition of Mercury or other precious 


metals obtained from aaidproperty, end from each shipment of 


Mercury or other precious metals, Seven and one-half per cent 


(7) of the gross proceeds obtained from said property as a 


royalty. The party of the second part shall make any and all 


royalty payments to the Bank of America, Lower Lake, State of 


California, and shall send duplicate deposit slips to Verne W. 
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Harrison, Lower Lake, Clttornta, or to any other person that may 
be designated by the parties of the first part. 


It is further mutually covenanted and agreed that when 


the party of the second part commences mining operations that the 


party of the second part shall pay to the parties of the first 


part a minimum royalty of not less than One Hundred Dollars 
($100.00) per month, commencing six months after date hereof. 
Payments to be made on the first day of eachaonth. 


And it is further mutually covenanted and agreed as a pnrt 
of the terms and conditions of this agreement as follows: 


1. The party of the second part shall have 81X (6) months 


from the date hereof to do Such examination and exploratory work 


as may be desired, free from any and all obligtions. 
2. The parties of the first part agree that the party of 


the øecond part may enter upon said mines or premises and work the 


same, in a manner necessary to good and economical mining, so as 


to take out the greatest aunt of commercial ore possible, with 


due regard to the safety, development and preservation of the said 


premises as a workable mine. 


39 Beginning March 1, 1952 the party of the second part 
shall employ at least five. (5) men working twenty-five (25) shifte 
to the man each calendar month. 


1 0 The party of the second part shall promptly pay all 
bills incurred for labor or materials, or other purposes In connec-
tion with working of said mining property, and shall post and keep 
posted such notices of non-responsibility as may be furnished, to 
him by the parties of the first part. 


5. The party of the second part agrees to insure so as to 
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protect the parties of the first part against all liability for 


accident or death under the Workmen's Oompensation Act. 


6. All work thne by the party of the second part shall be 


performed in a good, minerlike manner, and in accordance with the 


laws of the State of California, and the lawful orders of the 


State Mine inspector, and other dulconatituted agencies of 


said State.


7. The party of the second part shall keep full and accu*ate 


account and records of all development work performed upon said 


property, and all ores and mineral products token therefrom, and 


disposed of by the party of the second part, and shall afbrd the 


parties of the first part free access to all mine workings as


long as this does not interfere in any way with the operation of 


said property. The parties of the first part shall have the right 


to be present at any and all cleanups. 


The party of the second part shall furnish the parties 


of the first part, at their request, copies of all maps, geological 


reports, essay certificates and all data, including the results 


of any diamond drilling upon said property. 


99 The parties of the first part agree that all equipment 


and tools brought to or placed upon said preieea by the party of 


the second pert shall not become fixtures; but shall remain the 


property of the party of the second part; provtded that such re-' 


moval shall be made within thirty (jo) days from the abandonment, 


forfeiture or expiration of this lease, and if not so removed shall 


become a part of the realty. All buildings and structures on the 


8.
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surface and timber in place underground shall become a part of the 
realty.


10. The parties of the first part agree thRt they will 


Pay all taxes that are now due upon said property, and to pay be.. 
fore delinquency all taxes that hereinafter may be levied upon or 


assessed against said real property. The party of the second part 


agrees that he will pay before delinquency all taxes that may 
hereinafter be levied upon or assessed against any personal prop-- 
erty on said premises, 


119 The parties of the first part hereby grant to the party, 


of the second part an easement for road purposes over and across 
their lands so that the party of the second part in conducting 
operations contemplated bi the agreement, shall have a convenient 
way to travel between the said premises and Knoxville, and between 
the said premises and Lower Lake, md also an easement for the 


purpose of conveying water for use in the operation of the plant, 


mine and for domestic purposes, and the further right to use and 


occupy said. premises for the purposes of storing and maintaining 


equipment, housing the swte, and erecting buildings necessary for 
the conduct of the business and for the purpose of dumping ore 
and minerals. 


12. The parties of the first part hereby grant to the 


party of the second part, easements over the real property to 
lay and maintain pipe lines to convey water; and the prty of. the 
second part hereby grants to the parties of the first part the 


right of grazing stock upon and driving stock over said real prop-


erty, but without risk or liability to the party of the second 


part. The party of the second 'part may fence oft land unused by 
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the parties of the first part to keep livestock away from any 
dangerous area. 


13. In the event ore is not found in paying quantities or 


In the event ore that is profitable to mine should become ex. 


hausted, the party of the second part shall have the right to 


abandon the property and this lease and option shall be at an end 
and of no further force or effect. 


lLi. In the event title defects should exist, the partteè of 


the first part agree to cure such defects within a reasonable time 
and at their own expense. 


15. The party of the second part shall have the right to 


assign this lease and option to others, who shall also be. bound 
thereby.	 It the party of the second part violates or fails to 
comply with any of the provisions hereof, then, and in that event,
this lease shall terminate, and all rights •t the party of the 
second part hereunder shall cease, and all payments heretofore 


made hereunder shall be retained by the prtiee of the tint part 
as full cmpenaatton as rental for the use and occupancy of said 


property, as the consideration for which this agreement is exe-
cuted and as liquidated damages. 


16. The party of the second part agrees to keep the property 
free and clear of all liens, attachments and encumbrances of any 
kind, and to that end the parties of the first part may poet, file 


and record the proper notices, giving notice to all persons of 


the ownership of the perties of the first part, and the proteo 
tion by him of all liens and claims of all persons. 
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17. In case of default in any p rovision herein contained by 


the party of the second part, the parties of the first part shall 


notify said party of the second part, in writing, of such default, 


and should the party of the second pert tail or refuse to cure 


such default within thirty (30) days after the receipt of such 


notice, then the parties of the first part shall have the right 


to cancel this agreement by notice in writing. 


Such termination shall not relieve the party of the second 
part from his obligation to pay all sums accrued and payable by 


the party of the second part to the parties of the first part at 


the time of such termination; and the party of the second part 


upon any such termination, shall execute a quit claim deed, quit-


claiming to the parties of the first part any interest that the 


Part
y
 of the second part may have acquired in the said premises. 


18. This lease and option shall bind and inure to the 


benefit of the heirs, executors, administrators and assigns of all 


parties hereto. 


TIME SHALL BE THE ESSENCE OF THIS AG!EMENT, 


IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have hereunto set their 


hands and seals this, day and year first above written. 


F9 ^R "SON 


Vim L R-MON-
Ma4ge 3 arpj ap 


so MADGE 


k5a.) Ruby A. Snider
RUBY A. SNIDER


MINERALS PRODUCTION AND 
PROCESSING COMPANY, 
A Corporation 


(Sgd.)
Oscar A. Gie 


OSCAR A. GXESE,' Secretary 


Party of the Second Part 


Parties of the First Part
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PRELIMINARY REPORT 
HARRISON 4tJICSILVER MINE 


KNOXVILLE DISTRICT 
CALIFORNIA 


FOREWORD 


The purpose of this examination was to determine it the 
geologic aet.up of the Harrison Property justifies its explo-
ration. Since the underground workings are entirely inaccessible 
an opinion must be based on observable surface geologic feetures 
on the property itself, on its position in the district relative 
to the more prbductiye mines and the geologic features which 
localized them, and on available literature. 


My conclusions are based on field work at the property 
and in the district on Sept. 214th and 25th 1951 and on a study 
Of the maps and reports by Mr. Paul. Averitt of te USGS as pub 
itehed in the California Journal of Mines and Geology, Vol. 41, 
No • 2, April 1945. It is recommended that this pub? tcat ' on be 
available when this report is read. 


CONCLUSIONS 


It is my opinion--based on 
that the Harrison Property merits 
ploratton program whtóh would be a 
government loan or loans.


the ortte'ia mentioned above-.. 
a cautious, step-by-step ex-
legitimate project for a. 


RECO?T3cENDAT IONS 


The first step should be the re-opening of the Lower 
January tunnel. It can then be determined if early production 
can be expected or if new exploration and development is needed. 
Since it cannot be foretold in advance if such work is justified, 
whether It Can beet be accomplished by diamond drilling or by 
underground workings, or the footage of such work required and 
its location, it would seem advisable to restrict the loan 
application to the funds required for the tunnel re-opening and 
associated work. The program would be as follows: 


1. Rental of bulldozer to repair bad stretches of the 
present road, and, to construct the short segments. necessary to 
allow trucks to rerch the portal of the tower January tunnel and 
the mill. Possible subsidiary work to secure enough flat ground 
near the portal for the compressor and necessary shop and storage 
housing. Prospecting trenches across the ore zones beyond the
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limits of underground workings. RSpIECS the old pipe line from 
the spring to the lower January tunnel. 


2. Re-opening of tho 36o foot Lower January tunnel, the 
main drift on the ore zones, and such connecting workings as seem 
essential because of geological indications or operating nebesei-
ties. This work would involve the purchee of a compressor, mucking 
machine, mine cars, rail, pipe, timber, tools, * truck, etc. 


3. Such minor workings and timbering as are needed to 
adequately expose for exsminit1on and sampling any ore showings 
and promising leads which are exposed in the re-opened workings. 


I. Appraisal of the results of the above work to determine 
if additional exploration and/or development is justified or 
needed, and if so, whether it can best' be done by underground 
workings, underground diamond drilling, surface diamond drilling, 
Or new openings. 
PROPERTY


The Harrison Property is located in the Knoxville Mining 
District in Yolo end Naps counties, California. It is situated -In Tell Noi R.5 W., and consists of the E of the NE* of Sec.35, the NW of the N4 of Sec.36, except for about 8 acres con-stituting the Soda Springs prospect, and P rectangular parcel of 500' N and S and 200' Z and W located In the BE corner of See.26. £31 this is contiguous and totals 117 to 118 acres. 
ACCESS


The property lies about 3/4 mile north of the county , road between Lower Lake and Monticello at a point about .2j miles NW of Knoxville *ad 17 ailel SE of Lower Lake. At present a car can be driven to within a few minutes walk of the workings, but the open pit of the last operation has destroyed a short segment 
of the road so that from 100 to 200 yards of new road is needed to connect with the road to the portal of the Lover January 
tunnel, A minor amount of repair is also needed on the intact portions. 
OWNERSHIP 


The mine is owned and/or cont, 
Harrison of Lower Lake and vicinity, 
lease or purchase agreement. 
FACILITIES 


Former operation, depended on 
of land in Sec. 26. The flow of the 
but can be presumed to be sufficient 
drilling puoeee*


rolled by Verne and Vince 
I have - not examined the 


a spring on the email piroe1 
spring vao not determined, 
for compressor cooling and. 
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Electric power for furnace and permanent plant can be 
secured by about 3700 feet or power line. 


Equipment on the property includes a 30 ton rotary furnace 
with accessory condensers fans, etc. This plant seems to have 
had little use and to be in good shape. 


Other items noted were' an air receiver, several D- retorts, 
one of which is in good shape, and several frame buildings tn 
bed repair near the portal of the Lower Januiry tunnel. 


ISTORY


The recorded production of the Harrison Mine through 1943 
Is given as 345 flOks. Total production is allotted to tree 
periods of activity, as follows: 


1. A small tnreeorded production prior to 1900. 


29 263 flasks during World War I period of 1917s 1918 and 
1919. A concentrating plant was in operation during this period, 
but the production also includes that from retorted high-grade. 
Most of the undrground work was done during this period. 


3. 82 flasks (plus a few unrecorded flasks) in the period 
1936 to 1940, inclusive. Most of the ore came from the open pit; 
it is said that no underground work was done. 
DISTRICT GEOLOGY 


The following account to taken largely from Mr. Averitt's 
report or inferred from his maps and. descriptions. My own obser- 
vations are limited to the Harrison Property, to a walk from that 
property to the county road below the Reed Mine, and to a ctr-
cusnavigatton1 of the district by auto. 


The backbone of the district is a large dike-like mass of 
serpentine from 3/4 to 3-3/4 miles wide which extends across the 
district in * broad curve convex to the NE. The serpentine in-
cludes large and small Inclusions of the Franciscan formation, 
and is encased in sediments of the Knoxville formation of Jurasso-
Cretaceous age. Near the north end of the district the serpentine 
outcrop widens to the NE by about lk miles as a series of irregular 
but more or lees connected and parallel bodies. The Reed Mine---
the northernmost in the district---Is located along the NE oontat 
of the easternmost and lergest of these subordinate serpentine 
masses. At the south end of the Reed the serpentine and the 
minerali zed fault wne which follows its contact terminate along 
an E-W fault. The mineralized fault zone reappears about 3/14 
mile to the west on the Harrison Property, but Is here along the 
NE contact of the westernmost of the subordinate serpentine 
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bodies and flee about k mile east of the'rnatn arcuate mass. The 
Harrison serpentine tapers out to the 8Z, but the fault w no 
continues through the Manhattan property with Franciscan formet ton on Its West side, but is largely covered by Tertiary volcanic* consisting of basaltic flows and tufts and rhyoUttc tufts. 
Basaltic dikes and necks are also exposed. The fault zone re. 
Joins the serpentine contact about 3 sties above the Knoxville 
Mine, near which it makes a rather sharp bend to a more NW 
strike. Except for the Cross faulting bounding the upthrust 
slice in which the Knoxville mine ii located the fault zone is 
continuous from the Knoxville to beyond the Harrison where it jig 
offset eastward to the Reed Mine. Ignoring this offset it may 
be said that all of the mines of the district except the Red 
Elephant are located along the fault zone which follows the NE 
Contact of the serpentine masi as a whole. 


The area between the serpentine and a line drawn between the Reed and Knoxvtfle Mines.-forms a roughly triangular shaped 
sedimentary re-entrant or embayment in which are exposed strati-
graphically lower beds of the Knoxville formetton than t the 
north and south. It is also the intersection point of the NNW 
and WNW striking faults which determined the trend of the ends 
of the arcuate curve, of the N.40-to 50 W fault zone following 
the serpentine contact in this area, and of NE trending faults and fractures roughly at right angles to the last mentioned set. 
Also, on the X*rih&ttfl property south of the Harrison is the 
district center of intrusion and extrusion of ?ertinry magma. 
All of these facts must be genetically related. It may be 
surmised that the uplift of the serpentine Was caused by the 
Intrusion of the Tertiary magma, but that in the complex fault 
Intersection area this magma could work its way through to the 
surface; its propulsive power was tiuza lost, and the fault 
block was not elevated to the some extent as those outside the zone of magmatic 5ieakage. 


The Reed and Knoxville Mines, each just outside of the limits of the eabayment and at about equal dtt*ce on each side 
of the volcanic area of intense cross faulting undoubtedly owe their size to their. geologic location. Cross faults were for 
enough spaced so that the horizontal length of the contact fault 
zone to which the solutions were confined was exceptionally large and the depth interval accessible to mining was for enough 
above the magmatic source of the solutions so that the zone of 
rich cinnabar deposition was well developed. 


In the iMervening Harrison-Manhattan area opposite condi-tions prevailed, conditions favoring the . diaprsion of the 
magma and its mineralizing solutions, arid the formation of a 
large number of relatively sma"ll orebodies instead of big 
continuous bodies. These conditions are: the s'lttting of the 
main contact fault zone into it least three strands, the 
Closely spaced cross faulting, the intricately sheared serpentine, 
end the thick shale horizon between two of thc se strands. The 
effect of the closely spaced cross faulting is shown by the tact 
that both the basalt and the bodies of 5siiioscarbonat, rook or 5opaltte which forms the gangue of the cinnabar deposits oco
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at fault intersections as, pipe-like bodies, or as relatively 
short dikes or tabular bodies bounded by cross faults. 


The advantage of the big continuous orebody from a dëvel-
opment, mining, and cost standpoint is of course undeniable, but 
this does not mean that an operation based on mining smaller 
orebodies will not be profitable if these bodies are closely 
enough spaced, and frequent enough, and if geological guides to 
their occurrences are developed. No attempt is made here to 
explain away the vast discrepancy between the past production 
or the Harrison Property and the Reed and knoxville Nines, nor 
the concomitant discrepancy in the size and continuity of the 
respective bodies of silica-carbonate rook. However, I do not 
believe that the prOductive potentiality of the Harrison Mine 
can be fairly judged by the size and number of exposed ore-
bodies. I would exneot development to disclose a lrge number 
of more or less similar bodies, many of which would have no 
observable expression at the present surface, and might in con-
sequence be unusually rich, There would a&so be the constant 
possibility of encountering larger orebodies under geologic con-
ditions not apparent at the surface. For instance, there is some 
reason for expecting the dip of the fault zones to flatten with 
depth.


The stumble production of the Manhattan Mine cannot be 
used as an argument lb r the Harrison. since the bulk of the Man-
hattan production came from the surface volcanic., and these 
were eroded from the Harrison Property except for a few residual 
patches. The mineral content of the extruded magma is lost, 
but under the dispersive influences mentioned previously it 
would seem that sufficient must have te mintd at depth to make 
a large total volume of mineralization. Also, until the 
Harrison workings ire re-open, we do not know the frequency,,' 
size, grade or continuity of the orebodies extracted from them, 
or still exposed. 


GEOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT AT THE HARRISON PROPERTY 


Two ore zones have been exposed on the Harrison Property 
(excluding the Soda Springs protect) both of which lie along 
the NE or hanging wall aides of parallel serpentine dikes Which 
probably uittte at the north end of the property. The Main, 
F',otwall, or No. 1 ore zone follows the hangtngvall of a ser-
pentine body some 6o0 feet wide. This is the BE tip of the 
first subordinate aerentine body on the NE side of the main 
mass. The contact strikes about N 45 W and dips about 65 degrees 
to the NE. Intense shearing and fracturing extends over a total 
width of perhaps 250 feet, and embraces both the serpentine and 
the Knoxville sandstone and shale in it. hanging wall.. *verttt 's 
asp shows five individual bodies of silica-carbonate rock. 
Mapped lengths average about 30 feet andtb Lv.age width Is 
perhaps 10 to 15 feet. Toratner's report. in 1917 when the under-
ground drifting was in progress states that the vein was from 
8 to 15 feet wide.
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Two of the five bodies shown by Aeritt occur at the eur 
face in the area of the present open pit, and only email vestiges 
can be seen. Averitt'n map shows that the coabiMd width of the 
two parallel, and prob1bly connected bodies was about 40 feet. 
This open pit is at the BE end of the developed portion of the 
ore zone as now exposed. I do not know whether underground work-
ings extended beyond it to the 5. On the north brim of the pit 
Is  the collar of the caved vertical shaft of some 125 feet depth 
which is said to have connected moot of the underground workings. 
The Plant tunnel to about 80 feet to the NW of the shaft, is 
about 70 feet long, and had at least 80 feet of drift. The portal 
of the Upper January tunnel is about 50 feet farther NW. Thiö 
tunnel is at an elevation of 1801 feet, is about 70 feet long, 
and in 1917 was said to have 150 feet of drift to the NW, and 100 
test to the SZ. At the tine of Averttt'a visit only about 70 
feet of tunnel drift was acteasible, that part leading to the 
upper end of the inclined raise from the Lower January tunnel. 
This latter tunnel was the main opening of the workings. The 
portal is at an elevation of 166o feet - 140 feet below the 
Upper January tunnel. It is 36o feet long and the only working 
shown on Averitt's sap is the inclined raise mentioned above. 
Yoretner's brief report in 1917 stated that the vein was being 
drifted on from this tunnel, and since the main productive period 
case in 1919 it can be safely assumed that the ore zone Was rather 
extensively explored on this level and above.. Ordinarily it could 
also be safely aesuséd that all commercial ore was removed, but 
It is possible that falling prices stopped the operation before 
this could be done. 


The No. 2 ore zone is rougbly parallel to the No. 1, but 
lies about 300 feet WE of the latter, along or near the hangtng 
wall of a serpentine dike about 175 feet wide. A body of silica. 
carbonate mok about 50 feet long end 10 feet wide (Averitt'a 
map) was exoeed in the 70 foot Bat Tunnel which is abént 34 
feet higher in elevation then the Lower January tunnel, and 
nearly directly above it. A much smaller body of stitos-cerbonate rock was exposed in the Lower January tunnel, and some cinnabar 
Is indicated on parallel shearing.. 


The rock between the two serpentine bodies is indicated as 
being Knoxville sandstone and shale--mostly high sheared and 
gougy. The No. 2 serpentine seems to include some Knoxville 
sandstone thus suggesting that the serpentine was intrusive into the Knoxville formation. This would not affect the theory that the main mass with its Franciscan Inclusions was upthrust into 
Its present position after its emplacement. 
I	


The property includes a length of some 16o or 1700 feet 
along the strike of the No. I and 2 fault zone. 


The Soda 8rtnga fault is essentially parallel to the No. 1 
mid 2 fault zones, and lies about 1000' 'east of the latter. The
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Intervening rook seess to con8iet almost entirely of shale of 
the Lower Knoxville formtjon, but the Bode Springs out crop of ty silioa. car,nate rock in congloaerate of the same formation, 
aM this continues to the east with interoalationa of sandstone. 
Although no signs of aineralttion were observedin. the shale it is bejjeve possible that it may contain are at greater 


th dep, and may excretes a damming Influence on ore in the No. 2 ore zone. 


The conspicuous Soda 8prtnge outcrop lies on a 8 acre tract not included In the present agreement, but aid to be 
available later it wanted. The workings, casually visited by the wrtter. neer the top of. the outcrop *--.. consist of a tunnel about 125 feet long with its ports]. at the BE end of the out-
crop. Pert way in, tunnel about 5 feet lower in elevation converges with the main tunnel, and the two are Connected with a winse-like opening. The floor of the workings then Jumps up 
about 15 feet and emerges Into a shaft opening to the surface. 
The workings mentioned above trend from N 10 E to N 12 W, but 
re associated, at the north end with N 50 W shearing. The core of the mineralization is a dike or vein of the neerly ail-blak .e Ilicaorbonate rock which contains sulfide* and cinnabar in entail fractures. Silification and cinnabar-iron mineralization has branched out on diverging fissures, and the Conglomerate Country rock is locally intensely altered to a powdery mass, particularly between converging fractures. The average dip of the main vein is about 80 degrees to the ea gt. It seems possible that this outcrop lie, on a short segment of a member of the 


NNW striking system of faults, a segment caught between several strands of the N 50 W faulting. Production has apparently come from two or three narrow veins. No particular claims are made here ebout this particular outcrop-It was not even Completely inspected, but the fault Zone it occupies may be important at greater depth. . 


In general it is anticipated that commercial ore will extend to greater depth on the No. 2 ore zone than on the No. 1, and possibly to a greater de pth on the Soda Springe zone on the No. 2. Thus the poesibfljttes of the property are not exhausted even if exploration shows that commercial ore in the developed 
Portion of the No, 1 zone botto* at or near the Lcwór January tunnel level.. The only tndioatjon of such an event was that a 
Pile of course rejects from a hand sorting operation, and con- taining only 000&øiofl*1 email veinlet, an patches of cinnabar, was of a black and white mottled and streaked character $ihtch Is believed to be lower grade than the all-black opaitte, and 
to be zonally deeper. However,. I understand that miners who worked in the mine have stated that ore continued below the tunnel level.


II,?-







•.	 .• 


In conclusion it may be reiterated that my opinion that 
the exploration if the roperty may disclose a large number of 
more or less connected, relatively email orebodies is based on 
the presence of geological factors favoring the dispersion or 
splitting of the magma, and its mineralizing solut tone into 
bodies of varyng volume whose cinnabar zones will occur at 
varying depths. Thus ore may occur at depth horizons where the 
stronger intersections are occupied by noncommercial phases of 
the mineralization, or even by intrusive bodies. The smaller 
quantity of mineralization of the smaller branches say be oounte 
balanced by the greater retention afforded by traps at depth as 
compared with those near the eurtace. It must also be mentioned 
that the property suffers by comparison with its unusually 
large neighbors. It it were by itself its own present showings 
would be more impree tve.


?redriD. Hanson, E.M. 


Nov. 1, 1951 
Auburn, Calif.
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etc., 5 months 


• $200. i. 


$ 5,233.411 


12,801.02. 


214, 671s. 65 


800.00 
5,265.32 


2,505.00 
300.00 


1,500.00
'240.00


1,800.00 


Construction of buildings 
(8.o answer to Question 6) 


Equipment to be purchased 
(see answer to question 7) 


Mine labor and superIntendent, 
(see answer to Question 8) 


Geologist, part time, I months 
Materials and supplies 


(see answer to Question 9) 
Parts for mine equipment, etc. 
As sying 
Hauling equipment and supplies 
Office supplies 
General expenses


Minerals Production & 
Processing Company, 
Harrison Mine, Yolo Co., 
Calif. 


3 . (e) We propose to open the Lower January crosscut tunnel, and 
all main drifts off this level that are in the ore zones. 
The Lower January tunnel is 360 feet long; and aöcording 
to statements of miners who worked on this level, there 
is approximately 400 feet of drifting on the orebodieø. 
The main drifts oft the level are not shown by Averitt on 
his asp as we understand the wo'ktngs wei'e inaccessible 
when the map was made. We have however, sketched on the 
asp the approximate location of the drifts. 


As we have no way of determining how such of the mine 
workings are caved we have based our estimate on the 
assapption that all .workings we explore must be oleened 
out and timbered. 


The total estimated coat of opening 760 feet of crosscut 
and main drifts, including the cost of building and re.' 
pairing roads,' purchasing, transporting and installing 
mire equipment, laying surface pipe lines, erecting 
buildings, and rehabilitating the property in general, 
which must be done before the underground work tan be 
started, is *550119.118.


4 Total Coflt of proect 


(b) The time required to start the proec't and complete it 
will be eight months.







Minerals Pm(uctc,ft & 
Processing Cotapan, 


•	 Harrison Mine, Yolo Co., 
Calif. 


4,	 See Averltt's Map *ttached







S.	 .• 
Minerals Production & 
Processing Company, 
Harrison Mine, Yolo Co., 
Calif. 


59 List of Installations on Harrison Property. The equip-i 
ment, however, will not be used under an exploration 
project. 


I - 6 1 x 141 oil tank 
1 Wooden frame building (housing plant) partially dismantled 1 64 x 90 Riedon Iron Works Blake type crusher 
1 Allis-Chalmers 10 HP motor 
I - Flat pulley on counter shaft - drive pulley for rook crusher 
1 - Troughing conveyor feeder - 11 , x 16 0 mounted on channel 


Iron frame, head and tail pulley and 3 rolls. (Belt worn out) 1 - il' x $' Sorocto Rotary Z:iln, with tire and feed on upper end.. Kiln is driven by a 10 HP Allis-Chalmers motor, with V belt 
drive to Rober gear reducer, with spear gear to kiln. 


1 American Blower connected to dust cyclone, on lower end 
of kiln. Discharge of blower is 9' x 1$ 1 . Duet cyclone Is lO 1 high by 34 1 in dia. 


1 Condenser system, 9 complete units, JO plates, mounted on ID frame 
19' x15 0 redwood tank 
1 - Iron Chimney 
I - Hoeing table 


13 - Mercury pots 
1 - Power unit,gasoline engine (Junk) 
1 Gardner 6 x 6 air compressor (very old) 
I - D-retort 


Note: All units in the plant are in good shape, except 
the power unit & compressor 


Other equipment on the property consiete of the rename 
Of a Scott furnace, several D-retorts, an air receiver, 
and several frame buildings that ere beyond repair.







•.	 f. 
Mtneals Production & 
Processing Company, 
Harrison Mine, Yolo Co, 
Calif. 


6. Buildings to be erected on property: 


Blacksmith Shop & Timber Framing Shed 
x 20 1 , wooden frame and aluminum 


sheeting, with labor and supervision 
costs included - $	 866.8 


Compressor Room	 x 20', wooden 
frame and aluminum sheeting, with 
labor and supervision costs included - 927033 
Office & Btorage Room - 12' x 18' 
wooden frame and aluminum sheeting, 
complete with drafting board, desk, 
heater	 and labor and supervision 


included costs 1,638.60 


Change Room	 10' x 12', wooden frame 
and aluminum sheeting, complete with 
hotwater heater, beater, plumbing, etc., 
and. labor and supervision costs included 1,800.93 


Total


Labor cost of erecting the above buildings Is 
figured. at 60% or the material cost (building 
contractor's estimate) 







.1. • . 	 I. 
Minerals Productiofl & 
Processing Company, 
Harrison Mine, Tolo Co., 
Calif. 


7. Equipaent: 


(a) Rental of Cat-dozer, with operator fuel 
and maintenance (for 30 days) (conract) 


(b) Late model Chevrolet 3600 truck, l2 job, 
(flatbed) 


L..R 365 cu.ft. compressor, diesel driven 
Sullivan Mucking machine, - 
1 - 41 x 10 0 air •reOeiver 


5 1 ton ore cars (end dump) * $100.00 
per car 


5 Ton 16# rail  $100.00 per ton 


Fish plates (for 16# rail) - 


Track bolts * *	 I 


3. Gardner-Denver D55 jackhammer 


1 Utility blacksmith forge - 


3. - 150# anvil - 
1 - Bench vice - 


1 Pipe vice 


1 - Acetylene welding outfit 
I - Soldering torch


1,182.72 


3,347.50 
11,120.00 


2,517.50 


257.50 


515.00 


566,50 


154.45 


20. 6o 


154.50 


51.50 


30.90 


36.05 


15.115 


l5li.5o 


15.115 


'Total -	 $12,801.0'
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Minerals Production & 
Processing 0otpsny, 
Harrison Mine, Yolo Co., 
California. 


8.
Labor wid Supervision:	 Grose Earnings 


per month 


1 General Superintendent 0 $500.00 
Pear month 


1 Mine Foreman & Master Mechanic 0 $00.00 
per month 


I Mine Accountant S $350.00 
per month 


Ttmbermónrate' $1.60 per hour 
(371.20 per month) 


2 Mucking machine operators - rate $1.6o per 
hour (371.20 per month) 


2 Traamere - rate $1.50 per hour 
(348.00 per month) - 


1 3urtae man (timber framer & compressor 
maintenance) rate $1.50 per hour., 
(38.00 per month) 


Compensation insurance- per month 
(estimated) 


Total = per month


500.00


,o0.Qo


350.00


1,484.80


7li2.Ii0


696.00 


348.00 


$ 4,521.20 


413.73 


14,934.93 


Geologist (part time) $200.00 per month
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Minerals Production & 
Processing Company, 


Harrison Mine • Yolo co., 
Calif. 


9. Materials & Supplies: 


Xtem 


9312 bd.ft. 6 x 6 timber  $80.00 


18000 bd.ft, lagging* $80.00 


9611 bd.ft.11x6 S $80.00 (for ties) - 


500 mine wedge. S 40 


2 keg.. - Nails S $45000 - 


21110' - 2' Pipe 0 .510 per toot 


960' - 1' Pipe S .240 per foot 


760'	 80 vent pipe  .250 per toot - 


MIsc. 1' & 2' pipe fittings 


I set 7/80 hex. Jackhammer steel - 


1-Oiler-
11 doz. - Jackbits 0 •450 each 


200' 10 Mr hose S .6o% per ft. 


200'	 ' Water hose 5 .500 per ft. - 


Misc. air & water hose connections 


100 lbs. - rack spike. (for 16# rail) - 


1-Jiacrow-


2	 i' Crosscut saws - 


2-Mine axes -


2 Wrecking bare 


I Combination square 


1 - 100' stool tape - 


5 - Scaling bars 0 $5.00 each -


CoE t 


$ 767.31 
1,Ll83.20 


•	 79.33 
20.60 


92.70 


(new)
	


1,265.97 
*	 299.52 
a	 • 195.70 


61.80 


(new)
	


17.93 


7.73 


(new)
	 22.25 


0
	 123.60 


0	 103.00 


25.75 
I,	 lii • 20 


15. k5 


(new)
	


111.112 


*	 8.119 
*	 5. 10 
N
	 1. o4 


A
	


10.88 


25.75







Minamle Production & 
Processing Company, 
ifarricon Mine, Yolo Co., 
Calif. 


9. Materials & Supplies:


Gost 


2 -14 11 Stillaon wrenches - (new) * 	5.92 
3..18* 12.58 


24 0 1591 


1 - Heavy duty pine cutter I' 9.28 


I doz. - Drifting picks 0 $1.35 - 16.69. 
1 do z. - Drifting pick htn'les 0 $1.30 N 16.07 
1 doz. - Hound point thovels it $3.25 40.17 
1 doz.	 Round point aovel hnd1es	 $1 01I5 * 17.92 


3 12# Hammers 4 $4.9 


3 - 8# Hamm re ê $3.95	 / W 12.21 


3 doz.. - Singlejack hemrnrs Q $3.15 19.47 
1 doz.	 Singlejack handles 0 .6od- 1 7.112 


I doz. - Sledge handles S $1.25 15.115 
1-Mge- 5.61 


ho_Tqo1: 
Misc, blacksmith tools (hammers, tongs, eta.) 25.75 


1 - Hacksaw frame (new) 2.01 
6 doz. - Hsckaaw blades N 6.23 


6 doe.	 flies (various types ) -. N 


1 29 piece socket set 1 27.55 
1 6 piece set open end wrenches N 11.83 
I - 80 Crescent wrench - 1 1.60 


l . 	 - It 2.94 
$	 N	 - 


1 - 18*	 $	 I	 - N 7.111
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Minerals Produotioh & 
Processing Coipany, 
Harrison Mine, Yolo Co., 
Ce..lif. 


9. Shop TOObiB , continued 


Item 


1 - Machinist's screwdriver 


1 - General purpose screwdriver 


Carpenter's Tools:


CoØ 


(new)	 *	 .78 


.9, 


1 - Steel square	 (new)
	


3.36 


1 - Ratchet bit brace - 	 H
	


6.8o 


7 Wood bits, site 3./8 H to 1/2 k -	 H
	


6.90 


2 Claw hammers	 *
	


6.53 


1 - Aluminum level 	 H
	


9.12 


1 - Crosscut hand saw -	 H
	


7.73 
1— Rip Saw
	


H
	 7.16 


1 J piece chisel set	 H
	


5.13 


1 - General purpose plane	 *
	


10.25 


Misc. stock	 164,80 


$5 126502 Total - 
Other ..Itma : 


Pert* for mine equipment and truck, overhauling 
mine equipment and truck in outside shops, diesel 
fuel, gasoline, oils and greases 


Assaying - At toast 100 Mercury determinations 
0 *3.00 each 


Hauling equipment and supplies to mine 


Office Supplies 


General Expense -


2,505.00 


300.00
1,500.00


240.00


1,800.00







Mtne1!roduction & 
Processing Company, 
Harrison Mine, Tolo Co., 
Cslff. 


10.
(a) We areprepared to invest twenty-five per cent of 


$55,119.'iø, the total coat of the project. 


(b) Yes 


114	 Before deciding upon the Harrison Quicksilver Mine 
we investigated other quicksilver properties and 
deposits in California and Nevada; but from Inform-
ation given us by reliable men who formerly' worked 
in the Lower January tunnel of the Harrison, we 
believe that the property has more chance of be-
coming a productibe mine .than the others we eamtned. 
These men state that ore exists in the lowe* drifts 
of the mine, p8rticulPrly, in the SE drift in the 
No. 1 ore tone, and that ore continued bel Sow the 
level.  


It Is reported that in the past the Hrrtson' Mine 
was worked Intermittently by small companies, and 
Individuals w did not have the necessary capital. 
to develop the mine; and on numerous occasions a 
drop in the price of mercury shut the mine down. 


We are convinced, that sufficient capitl and 
efficient management will prove that the known 
Harrison orebodies contain commercial ore, and 
that new orebodies will be discovered.
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